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OF VAT. TO ORDER TOTAL THE VALUE OF FIGURES AT THE
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You're Outnumbered Three to One.
Can You Stop Them?

COMBAT COMMANDER.

The Real Thing -

from NAVWAR ' «.5o

Yes, you can .. .
If you use all your skill and all the weapons and tactics available
to the modern commander - put your tanks into hull-down
positions; deploy infantry teams with Anti-Tank Guided Missiles:
use artillery to weaken the enemy: blind him with smokeshells: or
call for helicopter gunships and strike aircraft to brave the
gauntlet of anti-aircraft fire to attack with Precision Guided
Munitions. This is the essence of modern warfare - more dynamic
than ever before. COMBAT COMMANDER simulates it - all of it -
the way it really is.

COMBAT COMMANDER is a complete set of wargame rules for
modern tactical combat - it allows the players to accurately
simulate the clash of weapons and tactics on modern day
battlefields. You can use military miniatures and tank models of
any scale - 1:285 or 1:300 scale microtanks are great - or even pre
existing board war games. Based on official U.S. Army
documents and texts, COMBAT COMMANDER includes rules
for the full spectrum of modern warfare, covering all the crucial
points: Tanks, Infantry (Mechanized or on foot). Artillery, Anti-
Tank Guided Missiles, Helicopters, Airstrikes, Mines, Electronic
Warfare, The 1973 Arab-Israeli War, Command Control. Air
Combat, Chemical and Nuclear Warfare, Organization and
Tactics. Weapons Data and Performance, and much more.
COMBAT COMMANDER brings a new degree of accuracy,
completeness, and graphic presentation to wargames rules. Its
80 professionally produced pages allow players to actually take
command of the forces of modern war - to actually have tanks
dodge Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, maneuver infantry
companies, or call in artillery fire - having the same capabilities
and limitations an actual commander has.

COMBAT COMMANDER is modern warfare, the way it really is. It
gives the wargamer a degree of accuracy and completeness not
seen before in miniature wargames rules. Notonly aretherulesof
play themselves thoroughly researched, but also included is
accurate organizational and weaponry data on the actual armies
involved, and even instructions on painting (with diagrams) and
organizing an army of modern era miniatures. COMBAT

COMMANDER presents limitless possibilities for wargames. The
forces used can range from a platoon to whole regiments. Players
can fight airmobile attacks, amphibious invasions by U b or
Soviet Marines, desert combat in the Arab-Israeli wars, night
actions, airstrikes, electronic warfare, armored assuUs^^J^®
only limits are that of imagination. COMBAT COMMANDER
provides the material players can use not only to fight these
fascinating actions but also to learn - to use the game to
understand the dynamics of modern combat.

COMBAT COMMANDER is also valuable reference guide. It
includes organizational data for the U.S . Soviet, West German,
British, Canadian, French, and Middle Eastern Armies. There is
also full and cflmplete data on the world's major weapons - tanks,
APGs, helicopters, artillery, and more, with complete information
on armament, armor, speed, range, accuracy - all the vital data,
much of it appearing for the first time outside official documents.

COMBAT COMMANDER is something new and different. For the
miniature wargamer, it is the first set of rules to open up the
exciting, multi-faceted subject of modern tactical combat. The
whole range of modern weaponry - in the air or on the ground -
can be used with their real-life strengths and capabilities,
COMBAT COMMANDER brings to miniatures the accuracy,
physical organization, and depth of scope that for too long had
been the province o1 the few best board wargames, F^or the board
wargamer, COMBAT COMMANDER offers a breadth of subject
that is much broader than anything that can be put in a game
rulebook packed in a box. COMBAT COMMANDER includes
instructions on how the rules can be used to play boardgames,
giving them more depth and accuracy than the original rules
could provide For those interested in the weapons and armiesof
the world, COMBAT COMMANDER gives not only the hard facts
that are difficult to find elsewhere, but also the chance to see how
weapons and tactics interact in combat. Now you can take
command of a U.S tank company - can you stop a Soviet
battalion of T-62's and BMP APGs?

MODERN COMBAT—

The Way It REALLY Is!

P
1973-1983

navwar
48 East View, BARNET, Herts, ENS 5TN

Only a very few have ever commanded in the complex and fascinating environment of today's
battlefield. Unless you are one of these, COMBAT COMMANDER is the closest you can come to
actually leading troops in modern land combat.

THE GAME

COMBAT COMMANDER can be complex or simple—the players decide that, not the rules. The
rules are written in a modular format so that players can decide on the degree of complexity they
want, depending on the weapons systems used. This makes learning to play COMBAT
COMMANDER easy and logical, A battle between tank platoons is a fast-moving action that soon
comes to a conclusion. Fielding a combined-arms company team will yfeld a more multi-faceted
action, and a clash of battalions and regiments using all the sections of the rules is a battle to
remember—with lots of scope for subordinate commanders and tearn play. For solitaire play, set-
piece attacks and airstrikes are excellent.

THE DATA

COMBAT COMMANDER provides you with information that is hard to find elsewhere—troop
organizations, weapons performance, and how they interact on the battlefield.

WHAT YOU GET

For £3.50 you get all of this, in 80 pages that brings a new opportunity to wargamers, the
opportunity to fight the exciting battles of present day tactical combat.
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HERE'S GOOD NEWS PROM WARRIOR.DUE TO OUR RAPID

EXPANSION,WE HAVE NOW MOVED TO A NEW FACTORY

AND SHOW ROOM IN GLASGOW'S CITY CENTRE.

RAY SETON WILL STILL BE DOING SOME OF THE

DONKEY WORK,BUT IS NOW TAKING A WELL EARNED REST

NOW FOR THE NEXT BIT OF GOOD NEWS.

PRESENTING WARRIOR 25mm ARMIES OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS

A GOOD START IN WARGAMING.

ARMY No I BRITISH,120 figtires with moimted -unit.

ARMY No 2 FRENCH, 117 fibres with mounted unit.

Bach army normally costs £l8,hut we are offering them

at the low price of only £9«95»YES,only£9»95,

TIffl FIRST OF A NEW WARRIOR SERVICE.

SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR OUR NEW SUPER CATALOGUE

MINIMUM ORDER 60p PLUS 10% POST.TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME.

WARRIOR 44 Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 ILE

i
FIGURES



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high Fantastic value Includes fast moving,
quality tin-lea'd alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's tanks. Try accurate combat for Armour, Infantry
some and see the differencel Sends.a.e. for new full list of items available. and Ground Attack In 1:300 scale WW2.
WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFVs at 12p each.

German OstwindAA separab
Panzer IIB WirbeiwindAA nommeip
Panzer [IF Opel Blitz with Ro
Panzer II Flamm Opel Blitz with office body officer i
Wespe Opel Maultier softskin
Lynx Kubelwagen{6p)
Panzer III J Schwimmwagen (6p) . o-?o R
Panzer III M BMW + sidecar (6p) Ju 87 B (l
Panzer III N Bussing Nag truck ^291^
StuG III G Raupenschlepper Ost MeBf 110
PanzerlVD SdKfz 222 Me410(1
PanzerlVFI SdKfz231 Fw189(1
PanzerlVF2 SdKfz234/1 DFS230{
Panzer IV H SdKfz 234/2 Puma
StuG IV Protz tractor
JagdpanzerlV Keitenkrad(6p) BRSTArrr
Hummel SdKfz 10 Locomc
Nashorn SdKfz 11 Armoured
Panzer 38(t} SdKfz 7 10 5cm
Marder ill Sd 139 3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 3.7 Flak
Marder III H Flakvierling on Sd 7
Hetzer Pak 35/36 +crew <30pl.
Panther D Pak 38 +crew Flat car fo
PantherG Pak 38 ♦crew Panzerdra
Jagdpanther Pak 40 +crew trolley
Tiger I 6 early Pak 43/41 + crew Straight ti
Tiger I Elate Pak 43 on cruciform trail
Tiger II Porsche + crew
Tiger II Henschel 7 62 Pak 36 (r) + crew Ju 52 (50|
Jagdtiger 10.5 cm howitzer + crew Me 262(1
Elefant 16cm howitzer + crew SdKfz 251
Brummbaer 17cm howitzer + crew SdKfz 25C
Sturmtiger 8.8 Flak 37 + crew He IIIH {•
Hanomag Sd 251 /1B 7.5cm G36 mountain Ju88A(3(
Hanomag Sd 251 / ID — gun + crew

late version 7.5 cm infantry gun
Sd 251/10 +3.7 Pak 1 5cm inf. gun + crew
Sd 251/16 Flamm Nubelwerfe' ' crew USSR
Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar n 6p) BT-7
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun T34 '75B

Launcher crew separately (lOp) T34/76D
Sd 250 German kneeling gun T34/85
Sd250/9a/c crew separately (lOpi KV1
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain crew KV2

separate

Flat car fo

trolley
Straight tr

Launcher
Sd250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funklenpanzer

ly (lOp) SU85
Rommel personality set SU 100

with Rommel, staff T28
officer, despatch riders T35(15p)
and half-track (25p) JS II

Me109G(15p) JSIII
Fw 190D(15p) .ISU 122
Ju87B(15p) ISU 152
Hs129(15p) T-26B
MeBf 110(15p) BA-10
Me410(15p) BA-32
Fw189(15p) BA-64
DFS230glider(15p| T-70
Gotha glider (30p( GAZ-AAA
Me163Komet GAZ-60
BR57 Armoured JAG-12

Locomotive (50p) GAZ-67 (6
Armoured wagon with Katyusha (

10.5cm in turret and Katyusha <
3.7 Flak I30p) M42 45mi

Panzer 38(1) on flat car M41 57mi
(30p), M44 100r

JSIII
.ISU 122
ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10
BA-32
BA-64
T-70
GAZ-AAA
GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67 (6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew
M41 57mm AT + crew
M44 100mm AT + crew

r mine defence M39 76.2 mm field gun
Panzerdraisine rail patrol +crew

M31 /37 122
ack

Curved track
Do217E(25p)
Ju52 (50p)
Me262(15p)
SdKfz 251/22 +Pak 40
SdKfz 250/7+ mortar
HeniH{30p)
Ju 88A (30p)

mm field gun
+ crew

M38 152mm howitzer +
crew

M31 203mm tracked
howitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (lOp)

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately (lOp)

57mm AT on Komsomlets
SU76
SU-37-1AA
Komsomlets
Stalinets
GAZ A^A quad AA
Pci.karpov 1-16 !15p)
!! 2 Slurmovih (15pl
Pe-2 (15p)
Yak-9(15p)

La-5(15p)
MiG-3(15p)
Russian Armoured

locomotive (50p)
Armoured wagon with

T34 turret (SOp)
Flat car
Straight track
Curved track
T40
T60

UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II
Valentine IX
Archer
Bishop
Churchill III
Churchill SBG bridge-

layer
Churchill AVRE
Churchill Crocodile
Churchill ARK
Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
Deacon
Scorpion Flail
A9
A10
A13
Crusader II
Crusader III
Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
bherrnan Crab

Ros MIcro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all12p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS
SOVIET
T-72Tank
T-62 Tank
T-55 Tank
T-55 dozer
T-55 mine clearer
T-10M tank
PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PB APC
BRDM-2 APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA
ZSU-57-2SPAA
0-30 122mm howitzer

+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 1(X)mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC
BMD ParatroopAPC
BM-14lowed rocket

launcher + crew
GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck
SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile
Ml 974 122mm SPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoiiiess

rifle
FROG-7 artillery missile

on launcher truck
MiG-17
MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (15p)
MiG-23(30p)
BTR-50 APC
MiG-25 Foxbat(30p>
Su-7(15p)

Su-9(30p)
Su-15(30p)
Yak-28(30p)
Mi-8Hip(30D)
Mi-24Hind(30p)
BMD Para APC

USA
M60A1 tank
M60A2 tank
M48A2 tank
M551 Sheridan light

tank
M60A1 dozer
Ml 13 APC
Ml 1 3 + recorlless rifle
Ml 13 ♦TOWAT

missile
Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA
M730 Chaparral SPAA

missile system
M106 mortarcarrier
Mn4 recce vehicle
M72B Combat

Engineer Vehicle
M110 SP howitzer
Ml 07 SP howitzer
M109SPhowifzer
Commando armoured

car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA
M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on

launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile

set of three
MSG AVLB (20p)
Huey Cobra gunship

(30p)

Bell Iroquois (30p)
Skyhav^^ (15p)
F104St3rfighter(25p)
F4 Phar^'nm (25p)
Fl11E(30p)
F14ATomcat I30p)
F15Eagle(25p)
LVTP-7

ISRAEL
Super Sherman
L-33 155mm SP

SWEDEN
S-tank
1kv-91 light tank
Pbv 302 APC
VK 155mm SPG

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE
FV432 APC
FV43B Swingfire

launcher
FV432 + mortar
FV432 + Wombat
FV432 + Rarden
FV432 + Cymbeline

radar
Chieftain Bridge Layer

(20p)
Abbot SPG
Saiedin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile
Stalwart truck
Jaguar (T5.p^

Harrier(15p)
Buccaneer (30p}
Land Rover V*
FV 180 CET

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV
Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP

AT gun
Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3 APC
Milan light AT missile

set of three
Unimog truck
Leopard ARV

FRENCH
AMX-30 tank
AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13 + H0T

missiles
AML H-90 armoured

car

EBR-76 armoured car
AMX-30155mm

howitzer
AMX-30 Roland AA

missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + HOTAT

missiles
Jeep with Entac AT

missiles
Milan light AT missile

launcher (set of 3)
Mirage IDC (15p}
JaguarfISp)
AMX-30 ARV
AMX-10RC

Sherman DD Horsa (50p)
Marmon Harrington Hamilcar (50pi
Number Armoured car Wellington (30p)
Daimler Scout Car Card cut-out
Daimler Armoured Car landing craft
Universal Carrier (5 for 60p)
Sexton
Wasp flame-thrower
ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC USA
Crusader AA Mk 1 M3 Stuart
Crusader AA Mk 2 M5 Stuart
2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet M24 Chaffee
6 M18H pdr, + crew
2 pdr. + crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5-5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
M

eiicat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer
M10
M36

American artillery crew
standing separately (lOp

P51D Mustang (15pl
P47D Thunderbolt (15p)
P40E Kittyhawk(15p)
M21 81mm mortar
Ml 105mm howitzer
C-47 Dakota (SOp)

ITALIAN
M13/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
FiatG50Bis (15p)
Semovente 105
Fiat 626

orris 6x4 Bofors tractor M26 Pershing
Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford QL
Ford (Canada) 15cwt

truck
Chevrolet 15 cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton
Bedford OL with office

body
Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker Weasel

M7B1 priest
M12 155mm CP
M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mmGMC
Jeep(6p)
LVTBuHalo
Greyhound MB
Studebaker IVi ton truck
Sherman Calliope

HungeiY
Turan 1
Turan 2
Raba Botond

Scammel Tank M4 High Speed Tractor
Transporter (20p) Dodge Weapons Carrier

British kneeling DUKW
artillerymen separately Studebaker Gasoline
(lOpI Truck

British standing White Scout Car
artillerymen separately 3 in AT gun + crew
(lOp) 75mm Pack howitzer

Spitfire IX (15p) crew
Hurricane I! HSp) 105mm howitzer + cr
f.losquito FB VI (15p) 1 SSmm i.ong Tom + c
Typhoon IB!15p) IViSSPAA

75mm Pack howitzer +
crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155m>Ti i.ong Tom + crew
IVi S 3PAa

NEW- 1/300th Engiisii Civii War: frSECVS': Prirofm/i, IstiCW? Musketeers,
MECW3 Dragoons on foot, MECWr; Dragoons iiwunteri, -ooons
dismounted with horseholders, MECW6 Cuirassiers, MECW fi
MECW8 Parliamentarian Cavaltv, MECW9 Artillery. Also: Napoieo.-ica.
Russian Hussars, MANS Austrian General Staff, MEN 23 French ii.*
engineers. Ancients: MAGI Nunridian Cavalry.
1 /300th SCALE FIG U RES 70 pence packs.
NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 Grenadiers ol the Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN11 Chasseurs a Ch^aloilhe Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard
MFN8 Foot Aftillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Line Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Ff. Carabiniers
MFN10 Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval ol the Line
MFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancers ol the Line
MFN3 Foot Artillery
MFN15 Fr Gun Teams
MFN18 Fr Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNFTS
M8N16Wellinsion& Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co
M8N14 British Light Infantry
MBN15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN6 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen
MBN 17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBNIOBritish Hussars
MBN11 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 FooiArtlMery
MBN12Brii.GunTeams
MBNISBritWsgons _
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jager8 8kirmishir>g
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN6 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Anillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MANS Austrian Artillery

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grerfadiers
MRN5 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery
BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN1 Bavarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWN1 Polish Infantry
MFN2 Lancers
SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing

GR1 Germanlnfantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 Afrika Korps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 8th Army
SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War 11 cavalry
USR1 United Slates Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
vt3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAPI Roman Legionsires
MAR2 Romarts attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer
MAR6 Roman Cavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR7 PraetorianGuard
MARS EquitesSingularis Guard Cavalry
MAfl9 Western Auxiliary Archers

MARtOLate Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals Tribunes
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking
BYZANTINES
MAS 1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MA63 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MAB5 Byzantine Horse Archers
MA86 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rhomphiae,
archers, etc.)

MA12 Visigothic Infantry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MA14 GolhicCavslry
MAI 5 Sarmatian Cataphracts
MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MA 17 Ancient British Infantry
MA 18 ArKieni British Cavalry
MA19 ArsbCameiry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAG 1 Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Stingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAGS Greek Cevalry
MAGS Successor Cavslry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hoplites
MAG9 Peltasts
MAG i OMacedonian Hypasptsts
MAG 11 Threcian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAPS Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Kcrse Archers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persier. Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persien Scythed Chariots
8A8SANIDS
MAS1 Sessanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MASS Sessanid Cllbinarll
MAS4 Sasssnid Cataphracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

Additional Modam: FRG: Leopard 2 AV, Luchs 8 x 8 A/C; France: Saviem VA8 4x4;
USA: M88 ARV, M578 ARV. Lance, XM-723 APC, M35 2%t truck; USSR: ZIL131 truck.
MTU-55(20p).
Pottage Cr Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5:40p only.
Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20% of value of order.
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
£1 = lOOp = US$1.95approx. Telephone: 01 eSO 6517

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

New 1/300th Napoleonics: MRN7 Russian Muskataars, MAN6 Austrian Muskataers in helmets.
MAIL ORDER: Goods are offered subject to ayallabillty. Please give
some alternatives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, BANKAMERICARD, EUROCARD,
CHARGEXandMASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.

P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31 HA, England.



Barclaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone: Loughborough 213789

Our new Spring 1979 lists are now available.

Send a stamped self-addressed envelope
plus a 15p postal order.

SKYTREX Ltd.
28 BROOK STREET

WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE.

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK, BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest
method within the money allowed postage.

WE RECOMMEND THE REFERENCE BOOKS BELOW.
THEY ARE GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY AND WILL

GIVE MANY YEARS GOOD SERVICE.

LAND REFERENCE BOOKS
German Tanks of WW2 (hardback) £5.25
German Armoured Cars WW2

I hardback) £3.95
German Artillery WW2 (hardback) £7.95
German Halftracks WW2 (hardback) £3.95
German Military Transport WW2
(hardback) £6.50

British & U.S. Artillery of VVW2
(hardback) £11.95

Tanks & Armoured Fighting Vehicles
19(X)-1945 (hardback) £9.95

Panzer Colours Vol. 1 £4.95
Panzer Colours Vol. 2 £4.95
Armour Camoflage and Markings
N. Africa £3.50

Handbook of British Army 1943 £4.50
Panzer! The Armoured Force of the

Third Reich (hardback) £4.95
Modern Armour (hardback) £5.95
Modern Military Vehicles of the
World (hardback) £3.95

Modern Artillery of the World £2.95
The Military Balance 1978-79

a comprehensive list of the worlds
enemies of the present day £4.95

NAVAL REFERENCE BOOKS
British Warships WWII (Allen) £'
German Warships WWII (Allen) C
Italian Warships WWII (Allen) £(
French Warships WWII (Allen) C
U.S. Warships WWII (Allen) £'
Japanese Warships WWII (Allen) £'
French Warships of WWI £(
Warships of the Imp. Japanese
Navy 1869-1945 £1!

U.S. Battleships of WWII £11
British Battleships of WWII £1!
Soviet Warships WWII f
German Warships WWII £!
Allied Escorts of WWII £1

Submarines of WWII £1

Janes Fighting Ships 1919 £1
Janes Fighting Ships 1944-5 £1
The U-Boat Hunters £

The E-Boat Threat £

Battleships of WWI £
Atlas of l^aval Warfare £1
Combat Fleets of the World

1978-79 (hardback) £1

Guide to the Soviet Navy (Breyer) £1
Battle History of the Imperial
Japanese Navy £1

AIR REFERENCE BOOKS
German Fighters of W. W.2 £1.60
R.A.F. Fighters of World War 2 £1.60
American Fighters of World War 2 £1.60
Luftwaffe Camouflage of World War 2 £1.60
R.A.F. Camouflage of World War 2 £1.60
U.S.A.A.F. Camouflage of
World War 2 £1.60

Aircraft of WWI (Allen)
Aircraft of WWII (Allen)
Soviet Aircraft of Today (AEtA)
Aircraft of the U.S.A.A.F.
British Aviation Colours

of WW2

AR 300

The models below are just part of our extensive range of 1mm = 1 foot scale
aircraft. All are white metal castings. There are many more WWI and WW2
models on the complete list.

POST WW2 AND MODERN

u.s.S.R.
SU7

SU15

Mig 15
Mig 19 NEW
Mig 21
Mig 23
Mig 25
Mig 24
Mil 6

SWEDISH/FRENCH
Saab Draken

Mirage lllc

U.S.A. BRITAIN (NATO)
Skyhawk 25p Meteor NEW 25p
F4 Phantom 30p Canberra NEW 35p
F5E Tiger II NEW 25p Hunter Mk 6 25p
F104 Starfighter 25p Harrier 25p
F86 Sabre 25p MRCA 30p
F14A Tomcat 35p Jaguar 25p
F15 Eagle 35p Lightning 25p
A10 Thunderbolt II 35p Vulcan NEW 80p
A7A Corsair II 25p Gazelle 20p
Huey Cobra 20p Puma 20p
Bell Iroquois 20p Lynx 20p
Chinook 30p Sea King 30p

ISRAEL

Kfir NEW 25p

Reference Books of particular
use to Wargamers.

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE
1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Battles Western Front

(hardback) £3.95
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95
5 Arab-Israeli Wars (hardback) £3.95
6 Air Battles in Miniature (hardback) £4.95

Napoleons Campaigns in Miniature £4.95

UNIFORM AND WEAPON
GUIDES BY WARGAMES

RESEARCH GROUP

Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria £2.80
Armies &■ Enemies of Ancient China £3.50
Armies of the Greek ft Persian Wars £2.80
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1086-1300 £3.85
Armies of the Crusades £3.85

WARGAMES RESEARCH
GROUP RULES
3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. £1.30
1685-1845 Rules Napoleonic £1.30
1925-50 Armour &■ Infantry Rules £1.30
Greek Naval Warfare Rules 85p
Army Lists for the Ancient Rules 70p
Army Lists for the Renaissance Rules 95p
RULES BY DECALSET/SKYTREX/
DAVCO
Musketeer (D. Millward) £1.05
Voltigeur (D. Millward) £1.05
Wars of Roses (E. Smith) 70p
Middle Earth Rules £1.05
Western Gunfight (Skytrex) 65p
Ironclas Naval Rules 95p
WWI Naval 75p
WW2 Naval 75p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
SymwarWW2 £1.05
Symwar Modern £1.05
WWI Air Rules (Paragon) 85p
WW2 Air Rules (Leicester) 85p

RULES BY TABLETOP GAMES
Napoleonic Rules 85p
Rudis Gladiatorial Rules 90p
Lance Medieval Rules 90p
Tercio 16th Century Rules 90p '
Tercio Army Lists 65p
Napoleonic Naval Rules £1.10
Western Gunfight Rules (Tabletop) £3.05

NEW
BIFROST

VOLUMES

MAGIC £2.95
This volume completes the Bifrost
Trilogy and includes sections in
mounted combat, stealth and
tracking as well as extensive rules
on the use and practice of Magic
in Fantasy Campaigns.
Bifrost Vol. 1 Campaigns £2.95
Bifrost Vol. 2 Combat £2.25
Middle Earth Rules £1.05



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CAST MODELS ,
LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A. |

VALIANT U.S.A., SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN. If

"over 2,0W MODELS

15mm Napoleonic and WWII figures and equipment.
Realistic figures — accurately detailed.
25mm What period interests you? Napoleonic — British
ColoniSI — American Civil War — American War of
Independence — Ancients — Medieval — Renaissance
— Science Fiction — Fantasy —
PLUS EQUIPMENT IN ALL PERIODS.
54mm Collectors figures, guns, limbers, horses and
equipment. Masterpieces at reasonable prices.

MEL/3 54mm British WWI limber

BN4925mm 75/JB13 75mm
British Landsknecht
Guards circa 1553
drummer j

HOBBY PAINTS -
HOBBY SPRAYS -
HOBBY BRUSHES

Send S,A.B. for list.

90/DJ6
90mm Life
Guards
Trooper
1815

8007 80mm
Mounted
Knight

25/BG 25mm
Medieval/Renaissance
siege gun

9801

54mm

"Valiant"

Wyatt
Earp

75/JBC4

French

Napoleonic
Chasseur d

Cheval of
the Guard
1814

75mm Foot and cavalry figures through the ages —
Plains Indians — Assyrians — Napoleonic — Medieval —
WWI — WWII. Designed by top designers and superbly
produced by Hinchliffe.
80mm A range of seven figures, all very different, from
Napoleonic, Medieval and WWII periods.
90mm A beautifully sculptored range by Dave Jarvis —
expertly produced and cast by Hinchliffe.

HOBBY PAINTS ARE GREAT SELLERS!
Many delighted customers — many repeat orders.
Have you tried them yet?

Model Codes ME/G/1 and ME/U1.
British Napoleonic 9 pdr Gun and Limber used by
the Foot and Horse Artillery at Waterloo.

Not forgetting we carry
ranges of Valiant — Heritage

— Per Kriegspieler —
Labayen — All included in
our 20p price list plus 9p

postage.

9501 Uniform White
9602 Confederate Grey
9603 German Field Grey
9604 Panzer Grey
9505 Boot Black
9506 Royal Purple
9507 Roman Violet
9508 Polish Crimson
9509 British Crimson
9610 Insignia Red
9511 British Scarlet
9612 Facing Orange
9513 Cavalry Yellow

9614 Linen Buff
9515 Colonial Khaki
9516 Rebel Butternut
9617 Military Leather
9618 Deep Brown
9619 Chestnut Brown
9520 Gunstock Brown
9521 Medium Green
9522 American Drab
9523 Woodsman Green
9524 Russian Green
9525 Sky Blue
9526 Bavarian Blue

95^ French Blue
95^ Sterling Silver
9629 Gunmetai
9530 Brass Button
9631 Dragon Gold
9532 Ancient Bronze
9633 Ruddy Flesh

Full price list 20p plus 9p p&p. Hinchliffe Handbook £2.50 plus 30pp&p. Guideto Wargaming £1.10 plus 20p pQ-p.
DIRECT MAIL: 10% postage should be added for direct mail orders below £5.00. All orders above £5.00 post free. Overseas add 30% to retail

prices below £5.00,20% above £5.00 but below £10, all other charges 10% — Surface only — Airmail add 10% to above charges.
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EDITORIAL

Gospel, either through laziness or sheer blind trust. I have long expressed the opinion that far too
much is done for today's wargamers and that a lot of the fun goes out of the hohhy when you cease doing
hits and pieces for yourself, hence a remark made later on in this magazine that I have never willingly
played a wargame to a oummercially produced set of rules. When writing rules one slants them so as to
obtain a specific reaction or effect, but when using rules devised by other people, the interpretation
of a ruling, like art, depends upon the eyes of the beholder. This means that a pair of wargamers, one
on each side of the table, can derive completely opposing meanings from the same ruling. I sometimes
wonder whether I would continue in the hobby if I did not have a regular bunch of opponents, all good
fellows of long-standing acquaintance, who accept my rules under which we play here and, on those rare
occasions when there is a difference of opinion, are prepared to thrash it out and accept the majority
ruling.

Somehow I cannot conceive going out of the hobby altogether should my present bunch of opponents
all emigrate or be forbidden by their wives to turn up here every Wednesday. I think that I would
endeavour to arouse sufficient enthusiasm to take up solo playing which, as I found when writing my
book "Solo Wargaming" (which I hope came out in its text) can be an all-absorbing and highly compelling
pursuit. He travels fastest who travels alone and it has ali^ays seemed to me that once one can stimu
late the interest to down tools and head for the wargames room, prepared to remain shut up there for 3
or 4 hours then what follows is most satisfying.

Of course, the whole thing revolves around Time - the other day a friend of mine who retired a
year or s-o ago was bewailing the fact that he had always thought when ceasing gainful employment to
have the time to build-up his armies, paint them, complete regiments with standards, drummers, buglers,
etc., and then embark upon wonderful solo campaigns interspersed with trips to military museums, read
ing all the books he had bought but never got around to doing more than skim through, etc., etc. How
ever, he now finds that he hardly has time to keep up with normal everyday life and is now embarked
upon a theory that as one gets older one does things more slowly so that it takes up more time. This
all shook me because I too have ideas of beavering around with wargames figures, terrain, books, etc.
when I retire and 1 should hate to think that 1 will not be able to do itl For many months now I have
been loth to get down to painting figures but with the advent of the New Year and resolutions and all
that goes with them, I sat down on Saturday evening last in front of a roaring fire and painted up a
collection pf Boer War field pieces, pom-pom guns, etc., as a start for the Boer Army 1 have had in mind
for so long. I thoroughly enjoyed myself and by the end of the evening had painted five field-guns, six
pom-poms and 4.7 Naval gun. On Sunday evening, still full of good intentions I looked around for some
thing else to paint but managed to find enough excuses re figures not undercoated, or they wanted
cleaning up, or I was not sufficiently organised or had not got everything there so I gave..apithe idea -
but I still got involved with something to do with wargaming by polishing up the Medieval rules we used
on our big all-day Boxing Day Punch-up, when we massed the Medievals of Peter Manning, Chris Scott and
myself so that there were nearly 2,000 figures on the table fighting three separate actions (including
a siege) and thoroughly satisfied us until well into the early evening. The rules are truly back-of-a-
postcard and, with a new slant, embody casualties and morale in one - I might let you in on it in some
later issue.

DON FEATHERSTONE



NAPOLEONIC VARGAME RULES

Dick Tennant (Resident In the Netherlands)

INTRODUCTION:

+v.^ with the majority of private sets of wargames rules these have been influenced to some part bythe rules and systems of others. These draw their reference from three major sourees:-

Dr.Paddy Griffith — Fire and Melee in Napoleon Wargames: Newsletter July 1977.
Sandhurst Wargames Club Napoleonic Rules.

Simulation Publications — Basic Game Mechanics.
Wargames Research Group - Wargames Rules 1685-1845.

Having comenced wargaming the days of 20mm scales and organised my troop formations on the
Vietmeyer System based on 1 figure for 20 men, 1 have not been prepared to re-organise everything

into standard move-trays or different troop scales. 1 have also not been satisfied with rules purport-
ing o calculate In great detail, per half minute or so, and require the removal of figures from a

calculation. On the other hand, some of the "strategic'^ effects of the Simulation
Publication Rules were also difficult to reconcile to figure wargaming.

It is felt that an adequate degree of realism has been achieved without excessive game administra-
mechanics; furthermore, whilst the text of the rules explain the background philosophy at some

length, they can be summarised on one sheet.

"It is better to be approximately right than precisely wrong" quoted by Lord Keynes.

1. GAME SCALES:

Ground Scale;
Figure Scale:

Time Scale;

1mm = 1 pace or 0.76 metre.
1 figure of infantry, cavalry or artillery, grouped with others on a movement

tray = 20 men.
1 individual figure such as command or staff = 1 man.
1 artillery model = 1 battery of guns.
1 vehicle model = 30 vehicles.
1 game turn (or bound) = about 2 minutes.

2. GAME SEQUENCE:

T ®®^^ing-up and/or entrance onto the board is determined by the context of the scenariobeing fought. In view of the short time-scale used in the game it is considered that a system of
adjusted in a few cases by reaction tests, give a workable sequence. In conformity

with current terminology, these can be referred to as "bounds". The player whose bound is currently in

unifrand^'resor®'^ the "Phasing-Player". During each bound only the phasing player manoeuvres hisunits and resolves combats in sequence as follows:-

Movement - The phasing-player may move all, some or none of his units as he desires within the limits
and restrictions of the rules of movement. The non-phasing player may not move any of his

player certain conditions, some of his skirmish units may be moved by the phasing
Combat The phasing-player uses his units to attack the non-phasing player's units according to

the rules of combat. During this phase of the bound neither playpr^mgy move his units except
when called for as a result of the combat resolution procedure.

5. COMBAT POINTS:

^ilst the units are depicted using figures and models to a certain scale relative to the actual
men, the combined effective strength of a unit, comprising both morale and physical aspects, is ex-

^  UIIXUB vjumiueiict; w± Lii ± xess xnan tnese. The value of the combat points isrecorded on a small marker (such as a tiddly-wink) placed adjacent to the unit on the board. A player
has the option of keeping this face-down until the calculation of combats. As units become tired, de
moralised, or reduced by casualties, they lose combat points and are given a new marker with a corres
ponding lower value.

Combat Points — Spain and Portugal —

Infantry: Guard Battalions British 880 men

French 720 men

A French Grenadier battalion can be formed of 6 companies drawn from line battalions without de
duction from the parent units.

Line Battalions British 660 men

Portuguese 560 men
French 790 men



Light Battalions British Light
Rifle

Portuguese
French

600 men

480 men

480 men

790 men

* At full strength units would have Elite status.

Artillery:

Cavalrj

British/Portuguese
French

Dragoons B
F

Light Cavalry I

British

French

British Hussars

KGL Hussars

Light Dragoons
French Hussars

Chasseurs

Lanfctrs

Horse

4

3

100 men

l60 men

120 men

120 men

Rocket

5

1.5x3 sqd.
3.0 X 2 sqd.
2.0 X 2 sqd.

2.5 X 2 sqd.

4. ZONES OF COMMAND:

The command structure is represented hy individual figures of Brigade, Divisional and Commanding
Generals; Cavalry brigadiers, Divisional and Commanding Generals are assisted by individual aide-de-
camp and staff figures.

Brigade Generals - Generals of Brigade have a zone of command extending for 200mm in every direction.
This zone of command only relates to units which come within that General's brigade. Due to his mounted
capability this zone of command is not negated by the line of sight.

Units which are totally outside the zone of command are "out of command". Units which are "out of
command" may move and defend normally but cannot advance into an enemy zone of control.

Cavalry units of a brigade often need to operate at a greater distance; therefore the general of a
cavalry brigade is provided with one aide-de-camp figure. Whilst this A.D.C. has no zone of command
himself, if he accompanies a unit which is outside the zone of command of his brigadier, that unit is
deemed to be "under command" and can therefore attack where necessary.

Divisional and Commanding Generals - Generals of division and commanding generals have no remote zone
of command as brigadiers. They command either by being adjacent to a brigadier or a unit (under or out
of command) or by sending a staff officer.

Whilst a divisional staff officer has no zone of command himself, if he accompanies a unit which is
"out of command" from its normal commander that unit can operate with no restrictions.

All artillery and sapper coy's come under the direct command of the divisional generals whilst any
artillery reserves and engineers come under the direct command of the commanding general. Such units
can only move when accompanied by a staff officer.

The initial dispositions and orders are noted down before the positioning of the troops on the
table. Any subsequent changes of plan must be noted down and either directly communicated to the lower
command levels or despatched as messages. Note that certain commanding generals may have the same
total staff as others but some of these may be solely couriers rather than staff officers; this could
well be realistic, for example, to represent the Duke of Wellington's staff in the Peninsular.

5. ZONES OF CONTROL:

All formed bodies of troops exert a zone of control directly to their front. Infantry and artill
ery do this by their firepower capability whilst cavalry do it by virtue of their mobility and charge/
melee capability.

A formed unit can never withdraw from an enemy's zone of control during any movement phase; the
withdrawal must always involve some form of combat.

The specifications of the various zones of control for formed units are as follows:-

Infantry - Line/Column
Square

Cavalry
Artillery - Limbered

Unlimbered

100mm

100mm

100mm

0

200mm

Direct front of unit

All round

Direct front of unit

100 direct front of unit

Formed infantry units can split the deployment of a line into two equal wings to thus form an "L",
each with its own zone of control (and including the corner area).

Cavalry zones of control are based on the individual squadrons with the command stand having no
significance or zone of its own.

Cavalry zones of control do not extend over or into - hedges, low walls and fences; restricted



terrain; man-height walls; huilt-up areas; streams and rivers; fords and bridges.

Unformed units are individual companies of infantry and cavalry (half a squadron) deployed for
skirmishing. Skirmishing units have no zone of control of their own hut have a screening effect of
negating the enemy zone of control. Such units are normally mounted on movement trays with the same
frontage as formed units so that to represent the open formation that the unit is deemed to he in, the
screening effect is taken to he the width of the unit plus the same width each side. Only unformed
skirmishing units can withdraw from the enemy's zone of control hut only in the phasing player's move
ment phase.

6. MOVEMENT;

During the movement phase the phasing player may move as many or as few of his units as he desires.
A unit may expend any portion of the movement allowance, hut any unused movement allowance may not he
accumulated to another movement phase or transferred to another unit.

Movement Allowances - Infantry

Cavalry
Artillery

Column

Line

Square

Skirmishers

Column/Line
Field

Horse/Rockets

100 j * once inside own zone of control.
50

150
300 * Charge in own zone of control.
150

400

Formation Deductions Infantry Column
Infantry Line

Skirmishers

Artillery

To/From Square, Line
To/From Square
Initial deployment
Limher/unlimher

"/_ 50
-/_ 100

0

-/_ 50

Terrain Deductions* Hedges, low walls and fences -/_ 50
Man-height walls (infantry only) -/_ 100
Occupy huilt-up area -/_ 100
Streams (only at fords/hridges) ~/_ IQO
Difficult hills -/_ 50 (No charge)
Cavalry and artillery cannot move through woods, rocks, soft ground, huilt-up
areas or on difficult hills if not on a road.

*A11 terrain deductions are followed hy disorganisation which lasts until the beginning of the next
hound of that phasing player.

Artillery cannot he deployed within a huilt-up area or on the slopes of difficult hills.

The movement allowances provide that once the normal move brings the attacking infantry or cavalry
within his own zone of control (lOOmm) of the defender, they may charge the rest of this distance into
combat. This is done to simplify the problem of specifying charge distances. By placing the units
actually in contact serves only to remind the phasing player that these actions must he resolved in the
combat phase of his move.

Intervals and Distances -

Infantry: Lines - Infantry units in line may deploy to form a continuous line with other battalions
touching their flanks.
Other infantry units behind them must he more than 100mm hack to he deemed a support
unit.

Units within lOOmra are aggregated with the front line unit for defence purposes hut
the total is deemed to he disorganised.

Columns - Infantry units in column must keep a distance of 100mm clear of friendly troops
on either flank.

Two infantry columns operating side-hy-side will he aggregated together but the
total is deemed to he disorganised; this formation cannot he used hy British or
Portuguese troops.
Two infantry columns operating one behind the other will also he aggregated to
gether hut there is no disorganisation; not to he used hy British or Portuguese
troops.

Squares - Infantry units in square must keep a distance of 100mm clear all round or they
will also he deemed to he disorganised hut also will he unable to move.

Cavalry; Lines - Cavalry squadrons are two companies, or troops, in line; they may deploy to form
a continuous line with other units (cavalry, infantry or artillery) touching
their flanks. In this case the group forms an aggregated whole. To he separate
the next unit, must he further than 100mm to the flank or rear.

Columns - Only allowed for route columns.
The so-called attack column must have intervals between the lines of squadrons of
100mm measured from the fronts of the move-trays. As such, the combat points of
the rear units cannot he aggregated with the front squadron.

Artillery: Units may form-up on the immediate flank of a battery allowing for the width of the zone of
control.

Units may support a battery hut then must he no closer than 100mm to the flank or rear; they
may not he aggregated in a support position.

Columns



Artillery units co-ordinating with infantry and/or cavalry in an attack may un-limher within 200
mm or 100mm. In the first situation they have an option to he aggregated in the attack and if they do
and lose, the option as to retreat. In the second situation they must retreat if they have heen de
feated.

7. COMBAT;

These rules of comhat are formulated recognising the fundamental inefficiencies of the weapon
systems of the Napoleonic period, which, as such, caused comhats to he settled as much (or more) on the
morale factors as the pure physical aspects. Studies of the period show that infantry melees rarely
occurrad; skirmishers had a protective effect hut in a balanced situation did not result in high casual
ties even cavalry comhats in the Peninsular War were often not fully "pushed-home" so that there was an
extended melee situation.

The other concept applied in these comhat rules is that the comhat zone for firing-type engapments
is not precisely defined with weapon ranges and efficiencies. The zone of control has heen described
by Dr.Paddy Griffith as the "Area of Fear" as distinct from the actual effective firing ranges of
muskets/rifles/canronwhich were longer. Thus the "Firing zone", which is not specified in these rules,
is longer hut simply the zone of control is the area which is regulated in the comhat rules.

In the rules of movement it states that once inside the zone of control, the attacker is moved into
contact with the defender hut only to simplify the game mechanics; for infantry, and possibly for
cavalry and artillery, it does not indicate that a melee will take place. Rather —

- If the attackers wins, that is the furthest point to which he advanced.
- If the attackers loses, then he is seen to fail and fall hack out of the zone of control.

In the actual situation the attackers could have heen shaken by volleys delivered further than the
range of the zone of control hut that is the point where they were stopped by morale, etc.

(CONCLUDED NEXT MONTH)

WARGAMING AND POLITICS - THE VERY LAST WORD (l hope I)

"I feel motivated to write to you for the first time since glancing through the letters of the
December issue. I agree wholeheartedly with your views on law and order hut feel that the Newsletter
is a rather ineffective platform for them due to the relatively small audience involved. I would
therefore like to launch a discussion on what I consider a potentially fruitful topic, that of the
ethics of warfare (and should there he ethics involved?). To start things off, I would like to pose
the following questions:-

1. Is "Total War" the only logical form of conflict or was warfare more "civilised" in Marl-
horough*s day when relatively small armies manoeuvred and fought with comparatively small loss of life
and effect on the civilian population? „ „tt „

2. Pg guerilla warfare "fair" or should all combatant stand up and show their colours? Hiding
in civilian clothing buys protection for the guerilla at the cost of the safety of the civilian as
affairs in Occupied France and Northern Ireland have shown. In my view the British encouraged and sub
sidised these tactics in W.W.2 (how many people were "executed" by the Maquis for "collaboration"?) hut
now condemn the I.R.A. for doing the same thing.

3. Are the I.R.A. justified in claiming that civilians are legitimate military targets because
they are able to he made to bring pressure on their government, or should they get the immunity which
they have traditionally had? Was not the same tactic used in the terror bombing of W.W.2. (e.g. Essen)?

k. British post-war propaganda to which we have all heen exposed condemns the Germans for shooting
escaped prisoners—of—war. Is it not true though that to allow a man to just raise his hands in the air
and become a P.O.W. when his own life is threatened after perhaps killing 50 of your men is a not in
considerable concession in itself and that by subsequently violating P.O.W. status by deciding to fight
again he loses his right to it?

1 have an open mind on these issues which I believe have remained largely submerged in a sea of
hum-bug and hypocrisy. I am sure that your readership will be capable of supplying an informed debate
with their wealth of historical knowledge. If this letter triggers off Paddy Griffith alone it will
be worth its space. Perhaps some one would like to render us the Socialist approach to warfare .....
after all the most uncivilised and brutal war was surely that between the National Socialists and
Communist Russia."

B. Dickens of Birmingham.

ooOoo

"Having written a letter, in the hope of decreasing the political content of the Newsletter,
imagine my horror to see that it had managed to increase it tenfold. Still, in the light of the de
bate which 1 provoked, I feel my views need some elarification. However forbid that I should deni
grate the courage and patriotism of those men, like yourself Sir, who fought in the last war. Members
of my own family risked and lost their lives in it. And if another war were to be forced upon this
country I would certainly do my bit in its defence.

What 1 deplore is the connection that has been made between patriotism and certain right-wing
political attitudes and slogans. In peacetime I believe that a love of one's country is best expressed
in public spirit and a care for the general welfare, rather than in such savage doctrines and policies
as capital and corporal punishment, however efficacious some people may believe them to be in curing
Social ills. One does not have to be right-wing, in order to be right thinking.

And I once again call upon you to tone down the political comments in your excellent wargaming
magazine, which 1 intend to carry on taking for many years to come."

Mark Finn of Crondall, Nr.Farnham.



A REPLY TO ROY BLACK AND GEORGE ERIK (December Issue 1978) II

"History and war abound with such follies, that the proper way to handle them is first to study

them, and then to turn them into a game. In this, as in many other issues, I am in complete agree
ment with H.G.Wells!

It should be noted by today's wargamers that wargeiming only prospers as a popular pursuit in
times of prolonged peace, i.e. who would play games of war when there is a real one to fight? So any
wargamer should have an invested interest in the maintenance of peace, and not beating the drum of
patriotism and stirring-up war fever. Likewise, it should also be noted by the "law and order"
brigade, that violent crime and vandalism increases in times of prolonged peace, as it did from 1815
onwards until 1850, and again from 1953 until the present day. To see why this is so it is necessary
to take a look at a few anthropological facts.

1. Our species, Cro-Magnon Man was a food gatherer and a hunter for the first k0,000 years of our
existence. Those groups who did not make the "grade" as hunters, became somebody else's dinner and
therefore did not go on to procreate.

2. With the thinning of the number of game animals, due to the success of improved hunting methods,
and therefore an increase of human population, we were forced to turn more and more to herding and
rearing, hence farming.

3. With farming came the control of land and settlements, but also the diminution of opportunities
to hunt, and the "freedom" that the hunt provided. For, after k0,000 years of hunting, the hunter/
killer instinct was well and truly inculcated in man's genes, and 1 do mean "man" and not "woman". So
what did man do to fulfil this desire, he turned to war, i.e. the hunting and killing of one's own
species and then the taking of his lands into the bargain.

This is why, for the next 12,000 years, hunting and war activities have been closely related.

k. With the invention of the "breech-loading weapon" things began again to change. Technology has
changed war so much that it can no longer satisfy the now "war instinct". Make no mistake about it,
modern total war, between the two great nuclear powers, would mean total annihilation, the slow death
of hundreds of millions of people by radiation, regardless of what Sir John Hackett and his incongru
ous scenario of the Third World War, says.

For many men, sport fulfils the war instinct, but for others there must be "danger and blood",
hence the football punch-ups. Both fulfil the aggressive urge in differing ways. This is perhaps
where we must find channels for the natural aggression of youth.

Now, for the more studious in disposition, wargeuning meets this need. Note the most attractive
and popular wargames are those which depict the times before the great technological inventions of
this century.

War conducted with model soldiers is neat, colourful, and has its own degree of glory. It is
also harmless. Therefore wargaming is not dissimilar to "art", and the wargamer who creates the same,
similar to the "artist".

It is hypocritical for an artist who has painted the "Rape of the Sabines", to refuse to rape a
Sabine? No, of course not, therefore let us not talk like fools.

Finally, as for George Erik's "our patriotic duty as real men will always do" piece.
My memories of when 1 was in uniform are filled with recollections of my comrades, also in uniform,
committing arson, grievous bodily harm, wilful damage to H.M. and Native property, drunkenne^ and all
manner of capers. No, putting them in the Services and packing them off overseas only removes the thug
and vandal from one society into another. But that is alright for then, it is those "nasty foreigners"
that suffer the brunt of their aggression.

No Sir! unlike my wargames, my Service years were not filled with glory, but then again, one was-
reality while the other is Art."

C.J.Lane of Wigtownshire, S.W.Scotland.

DoOoo

"Although a subscriber of several years standing 1 have never written to the letter spot before.
Partly because 1 have not felt qualified in terms of wargaming experience, (l read the Newsletter to
learn) and partly because as a Gamekeeper I have little time to do so. Indeed from July to Christmas
my wargaming goes into virtual hibernation.

Imagine my surprise then to open the December edition to find controversy raging because of your
editorials, not on rules or fantasy, etc., but because some people object to what they see as political
bias on your part. 1 must confess 1 had to look up your August and October editorials to see what all
the fuss was about.

Having done so 1 shall not pass comment on the so called political content, not because 1 think
that wargeimers should ignore the politics of the present, or especially of the past: but because as a
supporter of Ronald Reagan and Barry Goldwater who believes that George Fatten was the best general
(not the most stable, but the best) of World War 2, who thinks that the unjustly maligned U.S.Cavalry,
far from attempting to exterminate the Indians, was often the only thing which prevented their exterm
ination and who not only likes John Wayne's films but his politics as well, 1 feel my contribution would
be like dropping a match in a petrol tank.

What 1 would say is that while those of us who are not old enough to have experienced what you and
millions of others went through Thirty-odd years ago may criticise aspects of that conflict which we
disagree with, no one has the right to decry another because he may be patriotic oi^ proud of his country's
past or even perhaps old fashioned. CotiTmUEO OK 2.0



TALKING WARGAMING
A contemporary report of Ramnuggur, an action of the

2nd Sikh War, fought on 23 November 1849, says:-

".... the troopers of the Light Cavalry had no con
fidence in their regulation swords .... which must always
he blunted by the steel scabbard in which they are encased.
The native's sword-blades were chiefly old dragoon blades
cast from our service .... they all had an edge like a
razor from heel to point, were worn in wooden scabbards I
and never drawn except in action. The Sikhs wore volumin- |
ous thick puggries round their heads, which our blunt swords ■
were powerless to cut through, and each horseman had a ij
buffalo-hide shield slung on his back. Keeping their i
horses still, they met the British charge by laying flat |
on their mounts necks, heads protected by thick turbans !
and backs by shields. As the British cavalry passed ^
through their ranks, the Sikhs swooped round and struck i
back-handed with their sharp, curved swords, in several
instances cutting our cavalrymen in two."

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

Mounting vacuum-formed items of terrain on irregular-shaped slabs of hardboard "softens" their
regular lines and gives a more realistic appearance. Make the base 3/4" larger all round and cover
the edge of the plastic scenic-piece with strips of cloth soaked in Polyfilla which, when dry, can be
coloured to choice.

ooOoo

SUN TZU - THE ART OF WAR;

The spot where we intend to fight must not be made known; for then the enemy will have to prepare
against a possible attack at several different points and his forces being thus distributed in many
directions, the numbers we will have to face at any given point will be few. For should the enemy
strengthen his van, he will weaken his rear; should he strengthen his rear he will weaken his van;
should he strengthen his left he will weaken his right; should he strengthen his right, he will weak
en his left. If he sends reinforcements everywhere, he will everywhere be weak. Numerical weakness
comes from having to prepare against a 11 possible attacks; numerical strength from compelling our
adversary to make such preparations against US.

eoOoo

In his book "History of the Royal Artillery 1860-1914" Major-General Sir John Headlam R.A. wrote:-
"In studying the records of those eventful years and analysing the many changes they brought, the
most puzzling enigma is the strange slowness of the generation that first received rifled guns to
grasp the potentialities of their new weapons. How was it that the Royal Artillery — alone of Euro
pean artilleries - made no effort to suit its gunnery or its tactics to its new armament?"

ooGoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Trevor Dark;

Apart from asking why so few people answer these queries, this month's problem is to ask how does
one cause troops with NO morale problems (fanatics, berserkers, elite troops) to go back so as to
bring a battle to a close?

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH

1. Name the famous Warrior/Leader of Crusading days who died in 1193.
2. Who commanded the New Zealand Corps at Cassino in 1944?
3. Name the defeated French commander at Oudenarde.
4. a) At what battle did a cavalry army defeat the Romans, and b) who was its commander?
5. Dates of Battles of:- a) Oudenarde: b) Nogent (Soissons): c) Crecy: d) Poltava and

e) Caporetto?

ANSWERS ON PAGE gC.

ooOoo

In the 19th century on the North West Frontier, what the hillmen said they feared was "not the
child-rifle, but the devil gun, which killed half-a-dozen men with one shot (shell), which burst and
threw up splinters, as deadly as the shots themselves. "

WARGAME RULES by Don Featherstone. 40p per set or £3.00p for 9 sets, including postage. Ancient
(IOOOBC-9OOAD); Medieval; Pike and Shot; 18th Century; Napoleonic; American Civil War; 1880 including
Colonial Wars; 1917 (Colonial); 1944 Normandy. WARGAMES TERRAIN ILLUSTRATED 55p.

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.
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BATTLE OF THE BLACK MOORE

Michael Avei

At precisely 1700 the 21st of August 1816 the Duke of Blackmoore
the commander of the British Army declared war against France, who
were commanded hy Napoleon.

Move 1;

69th move up to the house opposite the Bluebell Inn while the
kkth move up just past 69th. The Scot Greys move up to the Inn and
cunningly hide behind it. The second battalion of line infantry ad
vance past them and are situated north of them. Meanwhile the High
landers up hy the copse move to the side and change formation. The
other Highlanders move up behind the second. Old Guard move westwards
and become involved in hand-to-hand combat with the British kkth. The
Dragoons move up to the bridge followed by the Polish Lancers and then
the other half battalion of Old Guard. The cannon pulled by the Horse
Artillery moves up to the side of the river and prepare to start
firing against the British Second which they now have a good view of.
Apart from the cannon firing and the hand-to-hand fighting there were
no troops within range of each other for firing.

Move 2;

Mr

FmSn
The British k^th after having a hand-to-hand fight apparently Situation at beginning of

did well but losing quite a few men themselves. The hand-tO-hand Battle
combat still carried on as strong as ever. The 69th moved up by
the kkth giving them extra support, making sure that they win. The
Second moved up within the charging range of the Polish Lancers. The Highlanders that had just changed
formation marched in past the wood and they were also in range of the Polish Lancers. The object of
this being the Polish Lancers to attack the Second so that the Highlanders could set up a flank attack.
The other Highlanders moved up behind the Second so that when the hand-to-hand combat started they
were not so likely to lose so many men. The French cannon is prevented from shooting by the hand-
to-hand fight between the Lancers and the Second. The French suffered heavy casualties that move and
they had a bad time when it came to morale because the French Old Guard fighting the British kkth had
to rout. The troops over by the bridge carried on to advance over the bridge.

Move 3:

The hand-to-hand fighting North of the Scot Greys ended up in a
success for the British who completely destroyed their opponents, the
Polish Lancers and down to the East the Old Guard, failing to rally
themselves, had to retreat off the table. The British more or less had

battle in their hands although they lost quite a few soldiers them-
—  selves. The French still had some hope left. They still had some

iC^Di soldiers on the bridge. The British 4kth and 69th shot at them and did

^  quite well and quite a bit of damage but the cannon shot back with the
,  ̂ object of killing the rest of them. They killed a fair amount

1,^1 but what was left of the battalion had to rout straight off the table,
ll/il ~ ^ Second and the Highlanders shot at the column and destroyed a whole
I II battalion some from each group. After the morale the French were left
i\% I with hardly any troops and at 1900 were forced to surrender.

^  Duke of Blackmoore had
■  succeeded in taking over the little

'' and keeping the rest of the!  French as prisoners. In 1808, two
1  years later the little village was

attacked again. Napoleon had built
'  . up a new army. He had a good army

i as usual but still did did not have
' ■. a good enough army to win a victory

against the Duke of Blackmoore. How-
Situation after Move 2 of ever, ha had one thing to be proud

the Battle of because when he attacked the
village the second time he got in

volved in a sword fight and killed the Duke of Blackmoore.

Move h;

Situation after Move
the Battle

L j

This battle was fought on a table six foot by three foot and
the figures used were Minifigs. The rules used were called Dis- A n
covering Wargames with alterations and somethings added. I added iTlO::,-,
the rule of when your General gets killed all units have to be
tested in morale. And I changed the morale rules.

The author aged 10, is probably our youngest subscriber, and
obviously he is not only starting young but also has a fair old
grasp of things! He writes:- "I have written a battle report and .
I hope you publish it because it is the first time I have ever Situat
written a battle report and I have only just had a subscription for
the Wargamer's Newsletter. I enjoy reading it a lot." Michael Avery age 10.

Situat ion at end of Battfc.



THE BEST OF THE NEWSLETTER

This Is No.3 in a series of reprinted articles from very early numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter-
- do you think things have changed much? This one, hy a man who was in wargaming before me, is still
much to the point. It was originally featured in No.3 June 1962.

TOO MUCH SIMPLIFICATION

Carl Reavle-y

A great deal has been written in the past on the needs for simplification, and how to keep rules
few and easy. Exponents of this thesis usually base their arguments on two approaches

1. that simple rules lead to more enjoyment
2. that they encourage beginners.

Wtih para 2 I have no argument, except that to say it is not our primary aim to make rules solely
to encourage beginners, but if they must be encouraged, then the use of uncomplicated set-piece or
encounter battles with one type of cavalry, one type of infantry and one calibre of gun could achieve
this if set within the framework of a more numerous set of rules. Incidentally, I heard one of our
leading professors of this group claim he was not interested in beginners, so this brings me on to
para 1 with which 1 profoundly disagree.

It appears to me that some of those who advocate these skeleton sets of rules, lacking warmth
because of their lack of flesh (the rules NOT the advocatesi) are in some cases merely seeking excuses
to put forward their own rules as being the best available. (There is, so far as 1 know, no single
set of rules, including my own, deserving the title 'BEST'). These simplifiers also usually want to
modify other people's rules, never their own; In the particular case of which I am thinking, the
proponent of the simple has eleven pages of closely-typed quarto covered with rules for his own in
genious game I

More important, the suggestion usually emanates from someone who cannot be bothered to consult
books or find out the detailed facts on which to base a game. The neat small set of rules are the
result of sitting at a table, pen in hand, and allowing it to run riot, or the rehashing of a few
rules applicable to another game or another period of history. The result may be an agglutination of
rules small in number - they are also generally speaking, an absolute distortion of fact, and have
little in common with the historical campaign supposingly being fought.

The attacker of the manifold set of rules also usually says; "Why use so many different types
of, for example, cavalry? I don't." No, he doesn't because ne plays his game in another historical
period, so he has five or six types of tanks instead of your light, medium and heavy cavalry, some of
which wear armour, so that, in fact, both your laws of the game are much of a muchness.

Regardless of what other realism you drop in your urgent search for a game that will only last
half-an-hour, I personally feel that one of the things that must be retained is the proportion be
tween the ranges of the various weapons used. For example, it would be ludicrous to give a thrown
spear and the arrow from a longbow the same maximum range, yet this and other similar atrocitiass are
put forward in all seriousness. The other aspect 1 find unnecessarily unreal on a wargame table is
the arming of both sides with exactly similar weapons, distributed in the same proportions. This has
seldom happened in history and does not perforce give the enjoyment mooted for it.

%

In my experience, simple rules lead to disagreements over the board or table as too many situa
tions are not covered; and cut down pleasure because not enough varieties of troops and equipment can
be used. To my surprise, one of the foremost opponents of complexity uses so many different types of
troops, including some of his own imagination, that though his rules might be plain, the situation he
and his opponents get into are certainly not;

Finally, 1 would like to make the point that one cannot cover a complicated subject with a few
lines of writing. War over the centuries has become an increasingly complex subject extending over
diverse aspects, and not unnaturally, rules must become more numerous in order to adequately cope.
So far this essay has been extremely critical, so I would like now to suggest a few constructive items
that should lead to greater enjoyment in spite of an abundance of laws.

1. Base rules on knowledge of the era which they purport to represent.
2. Pick out those rules from your set which are basic and use only those when playing with a beginner.
It is even worth typing them on a separate sheet.
3. Title clearly and in block letters the paragraphs into which your rules are divided, and set down
these paragraphs in a logical order.
k. Read your rules to many of your friends, one item after another, and see if they put the same in
terpretation on them as you do. Remember YOU know what you are writhing about but the unfortunate who
has never seen you knows only your rules.
5. Know your own rules, and from this it follows they must remain fairly static in composition. No
thing is more irritating that one's fumbling around in a sheaf of papers whilst the visiting general
waits. After all, he has paid you the compliment of playing your rules;

Let me say that I like, as do most of us, to be considered a person with a mature approach to
life. Simplification ends - if followed back far enough - to firing lead shot from toy cannon whilst
reclining on the carpet. In this age of the corporate public image we as a group cannot afford this.

CAVEAT simplificator:



FREIKORPS15
30 CROMWELL ROAD
BELFAST?

NORTHERN IRELAND
(Mall Ortfar ontyl

ISmmScate 15mm Price. ,25mm quality

SEVEN YEARS WAR

INFANTRY PACKS
(10 figures 45p)

CAVALRY PACKS

(5 Figures 45p)

PI Prussian in Tricorn
P2 Prussian in liitre cap
P5 Prussian in Fusilier cap
P4 FreiKorps V.Kleist in Mirliton

FreiKorps V.Schony use A5,A4
De La Noble Jager use Ao
Other FreiKorps in Tricorn use P1,A2
Heers FreiKorps Inf.use A1,A2

A1 Austrian German Musketeer
A2 Austrian German Grenadier
A5 Austrian Hungarian Musketeer
A4 Austrian Hungarian Grenadier
A5 Pandour Foot
A6 Jager in Casque
A12 Serbian FreiKorps in Austrian Service

P5 Prussian Cuirassier
Po Prussian Dragoon
P7 Prussian HussarfUirliton)

Prussian Kussar(Bussy)use A9
P9 FreiKorps V.Kleist Horse Grenadier
PIO Bosniak Lancer
Pll FreiKorps Uhlans-V.Kleist and Polish Irr.
A7 Austrian Cuirassier
Ao Austrian Dragoon
A9 Austrian Hussar(Busby)

Austrian Hussar{Mirliton)use P7
AID Austrian Horse Grenadier
All Austrian Mounted Pandour

Russian Cuirassier use A7

Russian Hussar(Busby)use A9
Russian Hussar(Mirliton)use P7

R4 Russian Horse Grenadier
R2 Cossack

R1 Russian Line Grenadier
Russian Line Musketeer use A1

R5 Russian Pandour

French Musketeer

French Grenadier

Condes Legion Infantry
Cantabrian Infantry
Flanders Infantry use P4

French Heavy Cavalry
Dragoons
French Hussar use P7
French Cuirassier Du Roi
Condes Legion Cavalry/Schomberg Dragoon.
British Horse Grenadiers
British Horse or Dragoons
British Light Dragoons
Saxon Dragoons

B1 British Musketeer
B2 British Grenadier
BJ Highland Musketeer
B4 Highland Grenadier

ARTILLERY PACKS
(1 gun + 4 crew45D)

31b Battallion Gun
61b Battallion/Field Gun
121b Field Gun
71b Howitzer
Russian tJnicorn Howitzer

Please specify Nationality of gun crew required

All other Saxon-use Prussian
For Bravarian -use Austrian
For Hanoverian -use British

When ordering substitute figures from a different
nationality,specify the nationality of the command
pack required.

Command packs for all units JSp.(SpecIfy unit)



Colonial Theatres

ANCIENTS

ARTHURIAN

INFANTRY PACKS
B3 Infantry in Light Order
B9 Royal American Regiment
BIO Rogers Rangers
Bll East India Company Infantry
B12 Native Sepoy(East India Company)

CAVALRY PACKS

BI5 Native Cavalry of East India Company

AAl Heavy Cavalry
AA2 Light(Tribal; Cavalry(Javelins)
AA3 Heavy/Medium Infantry
AA4 Light Infantry Slinger
AA5 Light Infantry Javelinman
AA6 Command pack:Foot 4 Mounted(6 figs.)Officers

standards 45p.

INFANTRY PACKS
FIO Reg.Infantry-N.American Dress
Fll N.American Colonial Fusilers
F12 Volunteers de Bussey(lndia)

SPECIAL ARTILLERY CREW
F14 Artillery Crew for N.America

INFANTRY
NAl Frontiersman

NA2 Iroquois Confederacy
NA3 Algonquin/Huron

PICTS

INFANTRY
AA7 Spearman
AAo Archer

CAVALRY
AAIO Heavy Cavalry
AAll Medium/Light Cavalry

INFANTRY

11 Matchlock Infantry
12 Spearman

SAXONS

CAVALRY

13 Light Cavalry
14 Armoured Cavalry

ARTILLERY

AC7 Moghul Elephant Gun(£1.7?)
ACo Moghul Camel Gun (3 for 45p)

AAI5 Heavy Infantry(Angon)
AAlo Medium InfantryTFrancisca)
AA17 Medium Infantry(Spear)
AAI8 Archer

BRITISH

Wolfe,Aide,and 3 Indian Chiefs.
Clive,Aide,and native servant.
FRENCH

Montcalm,Aide,and 3 Indian Chiefs.
MOGHULS

A/ Foot Command(5 figs.)
B/ Mounted Commandfs figs.)
Moghul Staff:Maharaja on Elephant tsy

Infamrv Pfecks ar«45p (lOftgs.).
Cavalry Packs are 45p (5 figs.).
Command Packs are 2^

IRISH

INFANTRY

AAl2 Spearman
AAI3 Javelinman
AA14 Skirmisher

AAM,

1 Chieftan from each nation on
foot,Irish 4 Saxon Musicians,and
mounted Pictish Chieftain-45p

MtZS WB AMT LBTKL JCTiat IftO-ISOO.
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WRONG APPRAISALS. ON A GRAM) SCALE

(Part 5 of the War of the Lastwin Concessions, approx. 190^)

Harold Gerrv

From the start of wargamlng in Hertfordshire there has been a strong tradition in Seven Years War
and Napoleonic games that each game where possible is set in a strategic framework, using real maps of
English, Austrian, French countryside, with all or some of the forces starting far off the table itself.
Whenever, time allows, the maps are used for an extended campaign, preferably based on supply routes (to
avoid the risk of ending the campaign prematurely in one big battle). Or no paperwork "league table"
campaigns.

The great pleasure of locating and moving forces over long distances was more evident than ever
in this Lastwin war. Whereas on land one simply guards the few roads, at sea it was nearly impossible
(without precise information) to find even large groups of enemy ships, except by sheer chance, in pre-
radar days. Both sides in this war relied on this near-secrecy of movement very heavily.

The fact that in a tactical wargame one can see all ones forces does take away one important layer
of realism (unavoidably of course) from table games. But, in larger wars like this one, it becomes
possible at last to have a fairly realistic situation of trying to run your strategy on the basis of:

a) covering your main base.
b) keeping a strong offensive" or counter-attack striking force.
c) estimating what the enemy is most likely to be planning, especially having regard to what he

would see as your weaknesses.
d) hardest of all, perhaps, allowing for time lags in all movements of forces AND of information.

It seems to me that all through this war we all did very badly as regards c). Even where we made
the right guess as regards target, sheer chance meant that we guessed wrongly as to when that target
would be attacked. For instance, when my small Russian expeditionary force managed to overrun the
lower third of the coastline of the US colony in the first and second order periods of the campaign, I
and my German ally (North half of our coastline) expected a strong US reaction. But none came. I began
to think the reason was that the US players were planning a large invasion of our territory or at least
continuing with their very successful policy of bombarding our few bases. They had wrecked both German
bases by now, in this way. Only my Russian base at H remained. So when, being hopelessly outnumbered
at sea by now, the Allies planned to gamble everything on a surprise combined operations assault on the
US base at Katsung, to occur in the fourth order period of the war, I reduced my expeditionary force
holding the Southwest coast to 2 battalions, to give me a striking force of 12 for the Katsung raid.
But my original guess had been right.. The US did plan to come down heavily on my Southwest coast in
truders - only I guessed the timing wrongly. They were waiting for a couple of weeks until a lot of
minor ship repairs were completed. So 1 wasted a whole order period with the 12 bns. camped near base
H (which was garrisoned by 4 other bans.) expecting an attack which never came.

So the fourth order period opened — ~ZI7~L
with the Americans building up forces x.
for the recovery of their Southwest \ 1^^,
coast and, with luck, for catching the ^
Russian fleet which had spent so much ''y ^ y
time down there (all this after I had ^ ^
long since given up all hope of tempt- W -J-£ ^ ^ F ^^
ing the American fleet into my mine- P ^ \ "5-
fields down there, and had brought o p
the fleet home). >. , SfH - ■ '

aoC

We, expecting a huge American naval
attack on our one remaining base - which
would almost end the war - did not

.v,.l6.s*

C(S"A - Wt'lcC
c o I cwy

\^\ Pi P y

know that the US players were quite content with the destruction of the German bases, and only planned
to move against our last (Russian) base much later in the war.

But, and marvellous final irony, to forestall the likely US sea attack on our coast, we had just
decided to abandon our previous policy of the first three long order periods (naval provocation in the
SW, cruiser warfare on shipping in the NW) and had painfully collected a huge convoy of transports at
X at the North edge of Map X, carrying over 20 battalions of Allied infantry, preparatory to land and
storm Katsung base. This would surely upset any US plans to invade any of our coast. If we failed,
that would be the end of the war. If we took the base, the enormous points gain from destruction of
the dockyard, railway viaduct, coastal batteries, ships, would almost make up for our long string of
naval setbacks and the wrecking of our repair dockyards.

We had one initial factor in our favour only. The first day we could get our convoy to the
beaches north of Katsung was at the start of the fourth order period. The US plans would have been
made, and they would not be able to react strategically for a long time. Counter-attacks by local
ships and troops were all that we need expect. The still intact Russian battle fleet steamed on a
parallel course to the South of the convoy, with orders to fight anything which tried to intervene,
even if the combined two US fleets happened to emerge.

Well, I hate to say it, but Somebody Up There changed sides at this crisis of the war. Perhaps



it was all that German and Russian piety. At any rate, I have seldom seen such a reversal of luck.

Weather, which had been disastrous to the Allies all through the first half of the war, thickened
a little just when our convoy needed it. The US scouting groups did come out and make a sweep ar two,'
hut hy chance went into areas which we had vacated, or swept before we arrived. So we had no attack
on us during the vulnerable disembarkation hours after our convoy had crept down the coast and landed
in the small bight just North of Katsung.

We reported the landing, as in the rules (new travels on land at 18-20 miles a day, cross-country
as in this case - as this was the Far East, we assumed there was telegraph only along the railways
between cities.)

But, again, a touch of realism I think. The US players did not expect anything very serious, as
my German ally (Jack Parker) had decided earlier to carry out a long-planned pair of raids on the rail
way on each side of Unsung. Each by a very small force, but that did not matter. By landing the raid
ers a day ahead of our main invasion, he might be able to cut the telegraph between the two main US
bases (underlined in Map Z) just before the enemy heard of our main landing. The enemy bases would not
be able to co-operate.

As it happened, the raiders ran into more than they expected, and were mopped-up. But (as often
happens in war, I think) we did benefit after all, but for different reasons. The raids made the in
vasion landing look like just another tip and run affair. Retreating US beach defence troops had seen
only two ships landing the first wave.

So the next day came. Towards evening the German-Russian army reached the outskirts of Katsung
city and attacked. The battle was settled by decimal dice. Each battalion threw a basic 2 dice, the
US 2 dice each extra as they had been dug-in for over a week and were defending a city perimeter. We
only beat their very good total throw by some 30^, not enough to cause surrender, but enough to cause
a hasty evacuation. It had been 22 battalions against 8, but only kk dice against 32.

The base was ours, then, and our transports (sent out to sea that day for safety's sake) could
return. We had finally managed one victory against odds.

This, with the Allied occupation of a chunk of the US colony, went part of the way to balancing
the two major US naval successes and the three or four successes they had had in single-squadron
actions. An honourable peace was more likely. Assuming that the appetite for continuing any war wanes
as time passes (reasonably true of that era, 1 feel, though not others) my rules for the campaign gave
an increased dice possibility of peace at the end of each four-order period. What I did regrettably
omit was any "public pressure" factor. It would have been easy to build-in a simple scheme allowing
damage to commercial property, etc., to influence peace chances. Anyway, there was to be no second set
of four-order periods. Peace did intervene.

It was funny comparing notes afterwards. Jack and myself had assumed after the first few days
that the US policy was to hold only the Katsung-Bestsung area, in such strength that we could never
attack it, whereas in fact the US forces were fairly evenly distributed down as far as their secret
naval base at HA. Brian Jarvis and Keith Davies, who were the US players, wrote;-

"Our strategy was decided by several factors, some of which we got wrong.

1. "Personality differences between the Russian and German players, one cautious and methodical
and the other impetuous in attack and dogged in defence. This meant we might be able to tempt the
Germans into a trap from which they would not extricate themselves" (this was gorgeous, as Jack and I
had based our initial plans on assuming that one of them would always attack an offered target, where
as the other, like myself, tended always to make quite sure what forces he was facing and where they
were before committing his own. Also, on both sides we forgot that people do go out of character some
times. Although Jack suggested the final Katsung raid and the decoy raids, I was the one who made it
an all-or-nothing gamble by using 75^ of our army and just hoping the enemy would think our cities
were still properly defended! H.G.)

2. "Our discovery that supply ships could slip down the coast by night led us to assume that the
enemy would pursue the same pattern, so commerce raiding was out" (in fact we did not tumble to this,
I have to admit. H.G.)

3. "The enemy had declared, before the outbreak of war, 12 battleships, whereas we had only 6
full battleships and 2 monitors. They also had a powerful force of small cruisers of 23 knots or
faster, whilst ours could only reach 23 k. A major fleet action would be risky, and it was also
another reason for not commerce raiding." (it looks as if both sides used to the full the exaggeration
allowance built into the rules! In fact I had k proper battleships and the Germans 1. We also had 6
half-size coastal battleships, much weaker than the US second-line force of large armoured cruisers. So
it looks as if, realistically, both sides saw the other as stronger! (On the whole the US made more
economical use of their ships, we tended to have ours at sea too much engaged in excessive patrolling.
H.G.)

So much for main factors guiding their strategy overall,
the enemy write:

As regards their plan for initial stages.

"We would: 1. defend our home territory" (we suspected a defensive role for the US army when the
American fleets did not land any troops after the two very successful naval raids on German bases, but
could hardly believe it, as pre-war information indicated a very large US army. Would they need such
a force if they were only going to defend, we told ourselves? H.G.).



"We -would attempt to eliminate the German fleet before tackling the Russians". (.We were very
20 slow to realise this. Our only consolation was that in their elation the enemy forgot the German army,

as the enemy report said:) -

"The end of the first campaign period found the US command in high spirits, encouraged by signals
from Washington such as "Bully, really Bully" from Teddy Roosevelt.... By the next period we had become
complacent, and assumed that we had beaten the Germans into submission. We now chose to ignore our
original assessment of the German player, and that proved our undoing."

They are being a little hard on themselves, having after all been very successful for three-
quarters of the campaign.

You may remember that a main aim of these articles was to encourage some wargamers who had not so
far done so to try one of these sprawling map-based campaigns. You can make the ordering and moving
systems much simpler than we did here. My initial rules for supply and information tried to be a
little too realistic, and so required a lot of note-taking, which was made worse when some players
wanted a much higher standard of accuracy in route plotting than I had anticipated.

A major success was that we had realistically long spells of inaction (in this war, due to the
need to coal ships, or move infantry about slowly, or build involved defences).

For myself, I think the most satisfactory thing was the "success graph" of the war. Instead of an
up and down business from one week to the next, we had a long series of reverses, rising to a peak
about half-way, then a slow reconstruction stage leading to a quite unexpected success. Rather like
the British suffered in the Seven Years War.

Game mechanisms? I have indicated a few general campaign ideas. It is not easy to find adequate
details of naval warfare at this period. If anyone wants to try the naval rules we used during this
campaign, we have some spare sets at 70p if they write to me at 12 Willow Way, Chiswell Green, St.
Albans. The land side is far easier. Anyone can devise basic rules from the late Victorian campaigns.
Tactics were always linear. Cavalry were now just mounted infantry.

Something like 90^ of the 1895-1905 warships are available in metal in 1:3000 scale from Navwar
and the other firms, many of outstanding quality. For land forces I use ACW Federals for Japanese,
Prussian Landwehr for the Russians, both in 5mm, but other sources are possible. For the wargamer
very short of space, this scale is ideal. All the four fleets plus the armies we used for this
campaign, for example, would fit into about 2 dozen matchboxes,

THE VAGARIES OF YOUTH

Sometimes enthusiastically and on other occasions in a half-hearted manner, my son Peter has over
the years painted to an extremely high standard large numbers of wargames figures which he either ob
tained by high-pressuring me at Christmas and birthday times, or else he purchased at the end of the
day with the money he had earned for working on Saturdays at Miniature Figurines. As a result he has
a number of well organised armies, painted to a standard far superior to anything to which I could ever
aspire (at times I have wished that he could paint mine instead - at a price!).

However, times have changed and now at 18 years of age and a hard-working sixth former going for
A levels to confirm the acceptances he has for three Universities where he intends to study Law, his
interest in many aspects of wargaming has diminished, to be replaced by an insatiable desire to obtain
lots of high-priced L.Ps and expensive equipment on which to play them. To do this needs money and he
has now decided that it will be a good idea if some of his armies were allowed to get back into action
on the wargames table in the hands of some other enthusiast while he used the money received for them
to achieve his other aims.

So, if you are interested in the 2beautifullvi painted.armies detailed below then get in touch with
Peter Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. The first is a Middle Earth army consisting of
650 infantry of the Forces of Darkness in average unit sizes of 30 men; 20 Giants (trolls); 24 cavalry;
40 assorted figures. Ores, etc., and 20 special characters (Nazgul, etc.); plus 135 infantry of the
Forces of Light. This figures are mostly made by Miniature Figurines but there are also some Krieg-
spieler figures brought back for Peter by Neville Dickinson when visiting America in the days when they
were unobtainable over here. About 80^ of this army is fully painted. Then there is an almost com
pletely painted Sassanid Army consisting of 70 infantry; 80 Sassanid cavalry; 30 Hunnic Allies and an
elephant with 15 Clibanarius (Hinchliffe made-not painted). This is mainly a Minifigs collection but
there are also a number of Hinchliffe figures contained within it. For those who fight Wargames
Research Rules it totals I65O points without counting the General.

WARGAMING AND POLITICS (Continued from Page/i )

Surely, bringing things back to a wargames context, the political aspects of Military History are
inescapable unless one is simply going to revert to playing with "toy soldiers" H.G.Wells style.

It is a fact that time and time again particularly in the last Three-hundred years Politicians and
Military men alike have failed to learn the lessons of past History because they ignored its implica
tions. The Boer War is a classic example. The Boers showed the British Army and the World the impli
cations of both trench and guerrilla warfare. The lesson was lost and so was a generation a mere decade
later.

No, I think Military History, Wargames and an interest in politics are inseparable. Perhaps how
ever, in the context of the Newsletter people should not take them quite so seriously."

Graham J.Bendallof Tiptree, Essex.

"I was amazed that you called wargamers who would not be prepared to risk their lives for their
country hypocfites. I fail to see what is so special about wargamers that should compel us to enlist
in time of war. The wargamers that I know are interested in history and gaming, not how to kill.
Indeed, the study of military history cannot fail to bring out a certain re-vulsion of warfare and
hence at least an element of pacifism in all of us, probably greater than in the general public which
remains ignorant of the facts. I think that this must be the view of most thinking responsible
people." D. Browne of Marlow, Bucks.



EVOLUTIONARY - BUT TO WHERE?

Dick Tennant

In the August edition you published my article about the possibility of wargaming with the aid
of a desk-top computer. The programmes were all developed and the next phase was to test the whole
concept with an actual game. In order to do this I recruited the assistance of Bob Madrigal who came
over from the West of Holland to spend a Saturday in my garage trying his hand on Napoleonics. Bob
originally hails from California (Scruby-land) but is now settled near The Hague with a Dutch wife
and various armies of beautifully painted Ancients. We had originally met at the meetings of the
Ancient Battlegaming Club in Belgium and on those occasions 1 always seemed to be issued with some
hairy little Barbarians who could only throw sticks and stones with varying degrees of success. Any
way, Bob has been very instrumental in raising the banner of figure wargaming around The Hague, so
much so, that in March this year they held the first Dutch Wargames Convention which brought together,
under one organisation, the Board and Figure Wargamers.

Well, anyway we set it all out, terrain, troops and the computer and then proceeded to see how
it all worked in practice. The great bulk of the combats for which calculations were made, were
were artillery bombardments and infantry skirmishes. For these the computer produced results which,
in accordance with Major B.P.Hughes' book FIRE POWER, were very representative of the period. There
was also the advantage, as far as 1 was concerned, that it was not necessary to keep a detailed record
of the losses since the machine automatically printed out the new number of troops available after the
losses had been sustained; thus there was none of this business of removing the odd figure here or
there. Most of this type of combat, though an integral part of the Napoleonic battles did not have
any major significance on the outcome of the events. It was only in the situations of battalion
volleys and canister fire were there losses sufficient to change the stability of units involved in
the battle. Here again the computer programme produced realistic losses and signalled when morale
checks were necessary.

As a wargame it was rather a stalemate. Once again my cavalry got themselves into difficulty -
it seems to be the story of my wargame career - but my infantry finished in a strong position. How
ever the result of the battle, as such, was not particularly important; what was of interest, was how
the result was achieved in terms of the calculation work relative to the outcome. The conclusions
which were drawn from the exercise were as follows

1. The result of the battle as a total was representative of the period being fought but this
was probably due to the fact that it was between two players who were well matched.

2. The results of the battle in detail was also representative of the period. The losses per
unit involved were very similar to those which happened in reality; most units suffered just few
casualties, say 5^, from artillery bombardment and skirmishing unless they became involved in a fire-
fight. Infantry melees did not occur and cavalry fights were more of manoeuvre than cold steel.

3. Each combat calculation, large or small, took the same amount of time to work out. However,
more than of the calculations only produced about 5^ of the results. This therefore raises the
question of whether they are worth doing.

k. Those combats which were significant were broken down per half garae^mave firing/counter
firing/morale checks. It was not evident that this amount of accuracy produced a result which would
have been any more correct than rolling it all into one calculation.

5. Whilst simultaneous moves were based on a sound theoretic basis there was nothing to suggest
that it had an influence on the accuracy of the results. Thus the additional work for order writing
does not appear to produce any positive benefit so that alternate moves would seem to be more practi
cal .

6. Finally, the evolution of using a computer for this level of game is rather like using a
laser beam to open a peanut. Whilst the results were certainly accurate the whole process of arriving
there was not. As Lord Keynes once said "It better to be approximately right than precisely wrong."

So, having been a wargamer more interested in the "war" aspect than the "game" side, 1 seem to
have come to the end of the road as far as trying to portray in detail what happened in the battle
field. Thus the question: Evolutionary, but to where? The simple answer is back to the basics of
what influenced a battle, and how. Paddy Griffith came up with a very sound approach for infantry
combats in the July 1977 edition and it appears to me that together with some concepts borrowed from
the Simulations Publications rules and game mechanics 1 can develop some "Back of a postcard" rules.

It is indeed strange how things evolve. 1 started wargaming in about 1955 in, what can best be
described as, an "H.GoWells style". Then in 1965 whilst living in Southampton I came more into the
hobby proper by buying "Teach Yourself Model Soldiers" and knocking on your door for the author's
signature; all our early games, until 1 moved in 1969, were of the "Featherstone patent-postcard
style". Over the last ten years 1 have collected the original Drill Manuals of the Napoleonic period
for infantry, cavalry, artillery and engineers in English, French and Portuguese. At the end of all
this time what have 1 to show for it all?

-  2 Armies of 20mm figures Hinton Hunt and original Albercan/Miniature Figurines.
A library of antique books.

-  Various sets of amended and discarded rules.

-  Some knowledge, experience and a hell of a lot of fun, besides now knowing how to programme a
a desk-top computer!

Must close now as 1 am dashing out to buy some postcards.



LETTERS
"Firstly I would like to endorse and support Paddy Griffith's article in the December issue on

an Upper Crust. What he said made sense and as always he returns to the practical reality of wargam-
ing.

Many cluhs work very hard on the historical accuracy of their rules, and in doing so huild up
their own picture of the nature of a particular period of warfare, how it felt to he involved in a
hattle. All this research adds to their 'identifieation' with the troops and generals on the tahle-
top, as well as depth to the game. Most sets of eluh rules are hacked hy a vast store of personal
knowledge and unwritten 'case law' on which players hase their actions, and umpires guide the play.
To incorporate all of this into a single set of rules, encompassing everyone's 'picture' of warfare
would seem to he an impossihle task (and to what purpose if achieved?). Paddy's comments on 'lowest
common denominators' would appear particularly appropriate here.

It is also my experience that whilst people huy other cluh's rules, it is extremely rare that they
ever play them as written. At most they might incorporate some of the ideas into their own rules, at
least they simply add the rules to their unread collection. The exceptions are of course the commer
cial rules, which are accepted and used hy large numbers of wargamers verbatim. But these often are
not club rules. There are hundreds of cluhs, each with their own distinct sets of rules and ideas,
most of which never seem to get outside their own club because, either the authors do not want to sell
their ideas, or they feel that the rules would not sell. In either case there are a lot of good ideas
going to waste. The idea put forward hy Dick Tennant in the December issue, of including rules or
parts of rules in the Newsletter would fit admirably. Some more space on the techniques and methods
of rule writing would do, if extra pages were not practical.

Jim Wallman of Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group, London.

ooOoo

Having read the December Wargamer's Newsletter over the Christmes period I felt I must write to
you and say thank you for the review of my book. The Wars of the Crusades.

As always after the event, I am not satisfied with the book. It was written as a follow-up to my
Medieval Warfare, with the intention it should be a companion volume of the same size and format. The
publishers decided to make it a coffee-table book, added colour, and enlarged some of the black-and-
whites, exposing flaws in quality in some of them. (They were selected by myself incidentally: it
takes about a year to gather a batch of photos like that!) This new format meant a higher price, which
I very much regret, as I do the republishing of colour from a Men-at-Arms title, A final chapter on
Crusader and Saracen heraldry unfortunately was taken out, although I had written it and provided
illustrations of over 100 example:. Very long captions explaining the battles of Arsuf and Acre were
also removed.

The book took some six months to write - and I mean some 1,000 hours plus, as I am a professional
author and write full time for a living. I remember Chapter 1 stretched me to the maximum: cramming 200
years of complicated political and military history into 10,000 words is no easy task.

By the time I had finished the book several new academic works on the period had been published,
and I regret I cannot write the book again and include their valuable contributions! But if authors
waited to gather all the information on their subjects then there would never be any books!

I do not doubt there are faults in my book, apart from those I list above, and that some reviewers
may be able to pinpoint them: perhaps they are experts in one particular field, whereas I had to deal
with eight such fields in one book. One can only do one's best, and keep trying to improve. Destruc
tive criticism, as opposed to constructive criticism, helps no one - particularly the author, and many
is the time, after reading a review, I have wished I could be a postman, milkman, dustman - anything
but a writer, who is much lower in the social scale than any of those gentlemen, and who receives lower
pay! Reviews such as yours, because of the sheer enthusiasm with which they are written, impart en
thusiasm anew to the author, and make possible that book not yet conceived, perhaps on another neglected
subject that only the specialist publishers will touch, producing books which are not best sellers and
do not make a fortune for anyone, but which still fulfil an important function in the spreading of
knowledge.

Thank you again for helping me to continue in my chosen career: perhaps my best thank you would be
to say, I have just finished 75,000 words on 1066, and (knowing your interest in this period) you'll
love every minute of it! ^ ̂  \

TERRY WISE (of Doncaster)

ooOooe—

"The possibility you mentioned in the October editorial about things like wargaming being subject
ed to strong public disapproval or even almost banned one day, had also occurred to me once or twice.
I have noticed for a few years now that a great majority of the most vocal people on television parti
cularly are just assuming that all war is quite wrong in itself and often implying that an interest in
wars is positively unhealthy. You know that war toys occasionally fall under deep official suspicion
in some countries already. Not long after your article in fact a TV magazine-type programme did an
interview with a leading toy manufacturer whose W.W.II toys had been objected to in Germany. The in
terviewer took this seune now popular line that such models were not good for the young, and actually
described them as "sick" at one point! And far from saying something like "Look, there always have
been wars, and maybe always will be, and people might as well study how to defend themselves", the
manufacturer simply mildly apologised, in a manner of speaking.

But probably the risk you mention is very slight. The people in question are certainly very
vocal, but they would be up against not only wargamers but the much larger reading public which has
a passion for books on past wars. And if books, why not "military miniatures"?"

Harold Gerry of St.Albeuis.



BOOK REVIEWS
GERMANY'S ELITE PANZER FORCE: GROSSDEUTSCHL^ by James Lucas. (9i" x 6i";).152 pages; 58 illustra-

tlonsT MacDonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd. - £6.95p)•

If the German Army of World War Two and their campaign in Russia is your scene, then this well
illustrated authorative work is for you. By an experienced author (who is also Deputy Head of the
Photographic Department, Imperial War Museum) it tells, in depth, of this elite force - Hitler's "Fire
Brigade" - always put-in when the going was toughest. Recent publications about Nazi formations have
incurred criticism, the fact that Grossdeutschland fought almost exclusively on the Eastern Front will
probably avert any possible repetition. All too little seems to be known about the World War Two
campaigns on the Eastern Front, conducted on a far greater scale than any other theatres of the War - a
knowledge of Russian losses and sacrifices could possibly explain much of their current intransigence.
An impressive, even if depressing, book that, like the next title, will open a few eyes a little wiaer.

PANZER BATTLES by Major-General F.W.von Mellenthin. {9\" x 6-j"; 383 pages; 28 illustrations; 6l
maps. University of Oklahoma Press: Norman - J^14.50).

Originally
from the German)
deserves, being
Panzer Army, who
the armour tacti

Desert Campaign
many being large
highly readable
World War Two wi

published in this country by Cassells in 1955, this American version (itself translated
has gone into no less than six printings in U.S.A. This is probably no more than it

an authorative work by a highly experienced soldier who was Chief of Staff, Ath German
saw action in every theatre of the European War from 1939 to 19^5- In it, he analyzes

cs of both sides with particularly discerning and interesting sections on the Western
and in Russia. The illustrations are first-class and the innumerable maps first-class;
fold-out maps. Despite its professionalism and knowledge the book is written in a
easy style. It is impossible not to learn from these pages and the wargamer re-fighting
11 find it invaluable.

MILITARY VEHICLES OF THE WORLD by Christopher F.Foss. (8f" x 6"; 192 pages; 1/2 photos per page.
Ian Allen Ltd - £3.95p).

This, the second edition of an extremely valuable book, has been considerably revised and up-dated
to cover new types and marks of the tracked and wheeled cargo-type vehicles in army service throughout
the world. The author is well known as an international authority on this, and other kindred subjects.
The photos and data are explicit and leave nothing untold.

U.S. 101st AIRBORNE DIVISION 19A2-5 by Philip Katcher.
THE LEEZgRANT TANKS IN BRITISH SERVICE by Brian Perrett.

These are Nos. 5 and 6 respectively in the OSPREY VANGUARD series, and cost £2.50p each. Both are
by experts in their field, contain 40 pages of text, photographs and illustrations, plus 8 full pages
of colour. The Lee/Grant was a welcome war-horse in the Western Desert, these notes and well-selected
photos do it justice. The American Airborne formation, commanded by General Maxwell Taylor, fought
valiantly on D-Day, at Arnhem, during the German's Ardennes offensive, and in Germany afterwards. The
photos, drawings and colour sections are first-class. Both books are illustrated by Michael Chappell.

Arms and Armour Press wish me to point out that their publication UNIFORMS OF THE WARSAW PACT by
Friedrich Wiener is published exclusively in U.K. by them, at £4.95p - as advertised in p.6 Wargamer's
Newsletter December 1978.

Patrick Stephens Limited wish to make it clear that ALL photographs in their new World War 2 Photo
Albmns eome from the Bundesarchiv, and all are taken by German was photographers: there is no material
from Allied sources at all, as the whole concept of the series is to show the war from the German point
of view. This is most important because they do not want potential purchasers to think that they have
used the hackneyed resources of the Imperial War Museum yet againi They have deliberately tried, so
far as is humanly possible (because nobody can remember every photograph he has seen in print), to
select pictures which have not been published before, although obviously a few will have been. Occa
sionally this is deliberate where they have been able to correct previously inaccurate captions.

PRESIDIO PRESS (Box 978, Edison, NJ 08817, U.S.A.) have a leaflet setting out "Books for Pleasure,
books to Treasure" which include SOLDIERING - THE CIVIL WAR DIARY OF RICE C.BULL edited by K.Jack
Bauer - ;Sl2.95, 280 pages, illustrated; GENERAL CUSTER AND THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIG HORN - THE
FEDERAL VIEW edited by John M.Carroll - ̂ 19.50, 177 pages, illustrated; CUSTER IN THE CIVIL WAR - HIS
UNFINISHED MEMOIRS edited by John M.Carroll - ̂ 27.50, 233 pages; THE FREEMAN JOURNAL - THE INFANTRY IN
THE SIOUX CAMPAIGN OF 1876 edited by George A.Schneider - ̂ 15.00, 104 pages, illustrated; TEN YEARS IN
THE SADDLE - THE MEMOIR OF WILLIAM WOODS AVERALL, 1851-1862 - edited by Edward K.Eckert and Nicholas J.
Amato - )(Sl6.95, 454 pages, illustrated; THE CIVIL WAR SKETCHBOOK OF CHARLES ELLERY STEDMAN'by Jim Dan
Hill - j^24.95, 218 pages, 52 drawings, 10^" x 8-j" and MILITARY UNIFORMS IN AMERICA by Col.John R.Elting
- Vol.1: The Era of the American Revolution 1755-1795 - $25.00, 140 pages, 6l colour plates, 8^^" x 11";
Vol.11: Years of Growth, 1796-1851 - $25.00, 147 pages, 65 colour plates, 8^" x 11".

1 have not actually seen any of these titles, but they certainly sound enticing!

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH - On page (I

1. Saladin.

2. Major-General Bernard C. Freyburg V.C.
3. Marshal Louis Joseph Vendome.
4. a) Carrhae 53 B.C. b) Surenas of Parthia.
5. a) 11 July 1708: b) 486 A.D; c) 26 August 1346: d) 28 June 1709: e) 24 October- 12

November 1917.



LOOKING AROUND
AR0UEBUSIER - Journal of the Pike and Shot Society - Vol.6; No.6. Contains figures review of

Dixon Miniatures latest Samurai range; Battle Reports; A Russian/Muscovi Wargames Army; Border Troops
In 15^5; Rules for the Italian War Period of l6th Century; plus a Rules Forum.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - September-October 1978. In-depth articles on the Air Assault on Crete and
the Invasion of Malta - both from a board wargaming point of view but still very informative. Other
articles on various aspects of board wargaming.

LONE WARRIOR - Journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association - January 1979. As always, compiled
with enthusiasm and warmth - contains articles Introduction to 18th Century Warfare; Simplicity in
Wargaming; Medieval Jousting, Solo Version Adaptations; Solo Science Fiction Wargaming, a new style
of Solo Wargaming (thoroughly ingenious); Variable Movements; Boardgames and Figurines; Fringe Cam
paigning; plus a good correspondence column and other features.

MILITARY JOURNAL NEWSLETTER No.2 - put out by the International Graphics Corporation, 218 Beech
Street, Bennington, VT 05201, U.S.A. A four-page printed Newsletter giving some good book reviews
and other details of interest to military collectors and wargamers, although basically American.

MILITARY MODELLING - January 1979. Another big fat copy containing all the usual enticing ad
verts plus well illustrated articles on Knights in Armour; Terry Wise's Observation Post; The 2^th Foot;
Charles Grant on a mini-campaign - The Siege of Alesia 52 B.C.; Report on a Games Day at Seymour Hall,
London; Tony Bath on Hyboria; The Battles of the English Civil War for Wargamers - Naseby; Table-top
Teasers hy Charles Grant - A Beach Landing plus reviews of all the latest figures, hooks, board-war-
games, etc., etc.

MILITARY MUDDLING - Issues No.s.6 & 7, November and December 1978. This is not a take-off on the
previous magazine reviewed but the friendly Newsletter put out hy the Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group.
Contains a review of Northern Militaire in one and an article on Japanese Warrior Monks in the other
plus details of the Club's activities.

MODELLI MILITARI - Sept.-Oct. 1978. Printed in Italian but beautifully illustrated and laid out,
contains much of interest to wargamers in the photographic line which includes photographs of wargames,
models, uniforms, plans, etc., etc. This one includes a long illustrated article on H.M.S. Hood and
another on the Panzerjager Elefant not hard to pick out the meanings here and there.

NUTS I - September and November 1978. This is a Belgian produced magazine, printed in French and
Flemish - I can understand quite a bit of one but nothing of the other and it must be a hell of a job
putting it out in two languages. Contains articles on various aspects of wargaming, military history,
board wargaming, reviews of books, figures, etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - July-September 1978. This friendly little magazine is always good and this
issue is no exception. This issue contains a good introductory article by that doyen of Colonial
Wargaming Doug Johnson and then in-depth article on the German Campaigns in East Africa before World
War I by Otto Von Sydow, including some good photographs, uniform details, etc. Also good reviews on
books dealing with Colonial warfare.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - December 1978. Glossy and beautifully illustrated as always, dealing with to
day's army contains interesting articles on Sappers in Canada; The Tower of London. A wonderfully
imaginative letter written home at Christmas by a Roman soldier from Palestine; Three hundred years of
the Master Gunner plus fine reviews on the Sherwood Foresters Military Museum, Military LPs and books.
SOLDIER - January 1979. Good article on the Canadian Armed Forces; Territorial Army Volunteer Reserve
units; new tank transporters; Gibraltar; Canada's Special Service Force; The Wiltshire Regiment
Military Museum plus reviews of military LPs, books, etc. Both include a Forces newspaper "Soldier
News" which keeps you up-to-date with everything that is going on in today's army.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No.59. Glad to see that the new publishers are keeping up the standard -
this issue contains very well illustrated articles on the Battle of Heligoland; The Death of the Prince
Imperial in Zululand (of particular interest to me but unfortunately Patrick Turnbull the author joins
those who follow the popular myth concerning Lt. Carey); Fort Eben Emael; The Fl6 aircraft; Israelis
Cross the Suez Canal 1973; and the Gurkhas in Italy by an old friend Brigadier "Birdie" Smith. WAR
MONTHLY - Issue No.60, Again beautifully illustrated in black-and-white line drawings, photographs
and colour with good articles on Sedan 1870; NATO Small Arms Trials; Christmas Day 191^; The Ark Royal;
Gold Coast Squadron R.A.F. and Zamosc Ring - the last full'scale cavalry battle in history. Both very
worthwhile.
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MUST LIST
A few days before Christmas I went Into MINIATURE FIGURINES to wish Neville Dickinson and othei"

friends the compliments of the season. Pursuing his perpetual role of the oily, work-grimed boss of
Santa's workshop, Neville managed to sjfhre a few minutes to take me round and fire facts at me con
cerning their current output. Apparently Fantasy and space ships are all the thing these days, selling
like hot cakes and occupying most of the machinery to the detriment of normal wargames figures. How
ever, that is not to say that Minifigs 25mm ranges are not being steadily augmented and 1 was shown
the masters of some fine Swedes, Swiss and Danes of the Napoleonic period which will soon be tempting
those wargamers who have already got more British, French, Prussians and Russians that they can ever
get on one wargames table. The machinery that turns these figures out is certainly impressive, banked
in rows that if the BBC ever realise their existence, will certainly be utilised as a scenario for a
Dr. Who series. Apparently these automatic machines can turn out ten times as many figures per hour
as can the normal machines. Apparently pressure of work is so great that there hasn't even been time
to alter their advert or send round sample figures for review - but take my word for it, they are all
beavering away on your behalf (or on behalf of the Japanese, Americans, the Australians, the Italians,
etc., etc., etc.).

Also working flat-out no ̂ ioubt is the other one of the "Big Two" - HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED -
but they seem to be able to find the time to send regular packets of review figures. As it was last
month, this package is also basically figures for the Seven Years War period - and if they are trying
to tempt me back to spending all my evenings painting then they are making a very good effort! As 1
have repeatedly said, there is something about these Seven Years War figures of Hinchliffe Models which
puts them, to me in a class of their own and 1 imagine that regiments and squadrons of them, painted
and massed for battle on the wargames table must be just about as colourful as anything one can con-
ceive within our hohhy. Unfortunately it is not possible to have them all (in my case with this paint—
ing difficulty it is not possible to have any of them really! What 1 need is a youngster who wants to
earn regular pocket-money by painting away steadily for me week in and week out - is there anyone in
terested in this job who lives in my area?) Anyway, back to Hinchliffe's Seven Years War Prussian
cavalry of which there are eleven figures to be mounted separately on horses and four one-piece mounted
Hussars. Personally 1 am all for these one-piece mounted figures because 1 get thoroughly irritated
having to stick figures on horses which keep coming off every time 1 lift them up on the wargames
table and, being brought up in a wargaming generation of horses and riders in one, 1 like this new
style. The four that I have here are really posed in thoroughly life-like action positions and 1
recommend all of them - there is a Hussar trooper and officer in busby's and a Hussar trooper and
officer in mirleton, their horses being in various characteristic and lively poses. The dismounted
figures are-as follows - Dragoon trooper, officer, drummer and standard bearer; Hussar trooper, Bosniak
lanceo: and l^lncer offiigar, Vbn Kliest Ulilan, Von Kliest Uhlan Officer, Von KLiest Horse Grenadier and
Von Kliest Horse Grenadier Ojfficer Reliictantly 1 put these shining silver figures back in their box
sjtiii nurturing a vain hope in the back of my mind that this enthusiastic young painter will turn up on
my doorstep and 1 shall be able to get them out and buy a lot more to go with them!

1 had an interesting letter from Ray Seaton of WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES recently which contained
some interesting news. Seemingly WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES are moving to Glasgow because they feel
that there they can produce cheaply and, by having a retail outlet in the form of a shop, they hope to
be able to improve their relations with the customers. RaySeaton says that mail orders are good but
you do not meet the people. Apparently they have lots of new figures in the pipeline and will be send
ing samples for review so keep your eyes on these pages. They intend to re—make those figures with
which they are dissatisfied and there is lots of work for John Holt, the designers and workers. Ray
remains in heighten Buzzard and is hoping to have some spare time to catch up on his other interests -
its a fallacy, Ray - ask anybody who has retired and anticipated lots of leisure but now wonders how
they ever found time to go to work!

Still on the subject of ooluiers and figures for wargaming, on Saturday morning after a long
silence 1 had a very early phone call from Ronald Spencer-Smith (in fact he got me out of the shower
and it was a bit cold standing there chatting away for some time in a draughty hall!) Ronald has been
making a small but very interesting line of 30mm plastics for longer than 1 have been wargaming — that
is saying something. He advertises regularly in a small way in Military modelling newspapers and his
"Connoisseur" range of Napoleonic British infantry and American War of Independence figures is really
of the highest quality. His standard range includes a Modern army, American War of Independence,
American Civil War, Napoleonic, with American War of Independence and A.C.W. artillerymen and guns.

Over Christmas, during the course of our usual large all—day battle, Chris Scott was discussing
with Peter Manning (Minifigs designer) the way in which the price of wargames figures steadily goes
up and Peter was quite reasonably defending this by mentioning the price of metal had gone up 500^ in
quite a short while. Chris muttered darkly that if the price of figures got much higher then people
would either stop wargaming or start buying one figure and making their own moulds! (See later on
for news which will save you even having to make your own moulds!) However, what 1 was getting around
to is that if wargamers could only get over their rather pointless aversion towards plastic figures
then the excellent models made by Ronald Spencer-Smith sell at such ridiculous prices as to kold m^y
attractions. For example, "Connoisseur" range sells at 30 infantry including 3 officers for 99p while
his Standard range sells at 8 cavalry or 30 infantry for 60p with postage costing a little bit more.

Of course, the thought is no doubt flashing into your heads - what about Airfix as they are even
cheaper! Well, 1 agree with that and nobody speaks more highly of AIRFIX figures than 1 do - but have
you tried to get hold of other than the most popular ranges lately? 1 read in Terry Wise s column in
MILITARY MODELLING that he has been engaged in a very one-sided correspondence with Airfix for some
time, asking for confirmation of the rumours that all but their Modern figures are going out of pro
duction. This would truly be a tragedy but 1 believe it to be well within the bounds of possibility
for a number of reasons - Airfix have never really gone about producing these figures in a systematic
manner so far as wargaming is concerned, saying that the figures are not exclusively made for war—
gamers and that they must turn out those for which there is a market. That is no doubt reasonable but
their impact upon the wargaming world has always been so great that with more intelligent marketing



and better advertising I am sure they would he in a far stronger position. Also they have heen quoted
in the press as saying that "....there has heen a long term trend away from war toys and we are now
pccwting Wild Life toys." - for further comments on this see the Editorial in the January Newsletter.

My son Peter has for many years heen an avid fan of Tolkien's Lord of the Rings and Middle Earth
fiction. Based on that, SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS have produced a hoxed game called MIDDLE EARTH - WAR
OF THE RING SR 1^18 to 1419. Containing a 31" x 34" four colour, two-part map sheet of Middle Earth
printed on a heavy card stock, 112 laminated playing cards depicting characters and events; 400 multi
colour playing pieces, illustrated and annotated rules booklet, handsome three-colour presentation pack
with illustrations by artist Tim Kirk, one dice. It comes as a separate hoxed game or as part of MIDDLE
EARTH, which is a hoxed three-game set including two smaller battle games - GONDOR and SAURON, which can
he obtained as individual hoxed items if desired. War of the Ring costs e8.50p; Gondor costs £5.00p;
Sauron costs £5.00p hut the three under the title of Middle Earth can he obtained for £12.00p. I spoke
to S.D. and V.M.Steel who support this magazine regularly through advertising and by return they sent
this game in time for me to give it to my son for Christmas (some cash exchanged hands also so I am not
giving a glowing report because 1 got a free load!) My son has converted two perfectly innocent fellow
6th formers into enthusiasts and almost every evening and all days Saturday and Sundays there is a
hectic game going on in his room, to a deafening background of Patti Smith (whoever she might he).
Peter has promised to give a written report on these games which will he published in our next issue.

If you are a collector of military or historical L.Ps then you will be interested in those sold by
Disques Serp, 6 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, from whom can he obtained records andn-cassettes of most
Continental armies, patriotic songs, revolutionary songs, records far too numerous to relate here - and
anyway the list is in French which makes life a hit difficult.

The WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP carry on year in and year out, producing publications which, if they
are not liked by everyone then they certainly cause stimulating comment (see two current magazines for
the latest controversies, exchange of acrimonious correspondence, etc., etc.) 1 understand that they
have up-dated their Armour-Infantry rules to cover 1950 to 1985 which will be out shortly (if not by
the time you read this) together with the new Infantry Action Platoon-level Rules. Ian Heath's Armies
and Enemies of the Crusades has now joined his two previous books on Armies of Feudal Europe and the
Dark Ages. Apparently he is now working on one on the Armies of the Hundred Years War and is illustra
ting the new editions of "Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome" which will incorporate every known early
Imperial shield pattern and all the regimental shield pattern of the later Roman western field armies.
They are also putting these publications out in limited numbers in hard-back for libraries. They claim
that their 1685-1845 land warfare rules has proved amazingly popular despite their unconventional
format and is taking on in a much lesser time than they anticipated. There is a lot of current argu
ment about the validity of one overwhelming commercial rule-making group and I imagine they have almost
as many enemies as friends - 1 hasten to say that I am neutral except that I have never played a war-
game to their rules yet (nor to any other commercial rules come to that).

I have just had a short break whilst I opened a tin of WATERLOO buttermints, given me by Peter
Manning as a Christmas present. Made by Clippart and Produce Company Ltd., Town Wharf, Lower Square,
Old Isleworth, Middlexsex, England, said to be made from an original■old English recipe and, whatever
the mints are like (and they are very palatable) then the tin is certainly worth keeping because of its
old style colouring with pictures of soldiers, flags and other impedimenta of war and the assurance that
these mints are "good ammunition for long engagements" and to prove it they have a drawing of the Duke
himself popping one into his mouth!

HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES are now turning out 1:300 scale figures in
War, including pikemen, musketeers, dragoons on foot, mounted dragoons,
holders, cuirassiers. Royalist cavalry and artillery. Their Napoleonic
hussars, Austrian General Staff, French line engineers and their Ancient
Numidian cavalry. I have a more than sneaking feeling that this is the
handicapped by thejat being difficult to paint or the general impression
colour. If only there was some way in which they could be sold already
board! Perhaps Heroics and Ros had better look around for a lot of lads

70p packs for the English Civil
dismounted dragoons with horse-
range now includes Russian
range has been increased by

scale of the future and is only
that they are difficult to
painted they would sweep'the

who can paint,like 1 am!

ASGARD MINIATURES of Nottingham have some interesting 25mm wargames figures detailed in their
current advert including those of Ancient Greece, Vikings, 13th Century Medievals and Normans - there
are even more Fantasy figures but I am not delving into matters beyond my ken! I believe that there
is a great untapped source of wargaming interest in the Medieval period and 1 am sure that many of the
figures sold by ASGARD would fit in well with those who are concentrating on this period or turning to
a 'second army' .

MIKES MODELS of 38 Queens Road, Brighton, Sussex, have an interesting list of 15mm wargames
figures which they claim comprises all Troop types and equipment necessary for each army, they are
designed for use with WRG Rules and lists where possible. Range includes early Gothic, Italian
Ostrogothic, Huns; early Frankish, Samurai, Dacian, Vikings, Ghaznavids, Arab conquest, Indian, Sar-
matian, Norman and there are also a number of horses, animals and equipment available. They will soon
be putting out additions to these Ancient ranges - Selijuk Turk, Han Chinese, Early German, Armenian,
Trajanic Roman, Parthian, Palmyran, Aurelianic Roman, Carolingian, Hsiung-Nu, late Byzantine, late
Macedonian, Ptolematic, Seleucid and Galatian. In the pipeline are Feudal, War of the Roses and
Teutonic armies. I do not believe that 1 have seen these figures - frankly 1 get a little confused
at times seeing so many figures in this scale with" which I am quite unfamiliar and tend to forget
which I have seen and reviewed and which I have not.

For more years than 1 have been wargaming, the German ELASTOLIN figures have been impressing every
one with their beauty and style. Their 70mm figures are ideal for Skirmish wargaming and individual
combat, whilst small "armie^'for local actions can be made up out of their 40mm range. They can provide
a sensational range of equipment for sieges and beautifully scaled artillery of all ages. You can see
some of their models in such shops as Hamley's and Harrods in London while PETER KEMPLAY of IB Chapel
Hill, Skipton, Yorkshire, also stocks them.



Supporting this magazine very strongly of late are FREI KORPS 15 who are turning out 15mm scale
models of the Seven Years War period. They were reviewed recently In these pages and their adverts
In the centre pages speak for themselves. I note now that they have new rules suitable for the period,
specially designed for 15mm hut suitable for other scales. Claiming to use new concepts, they say they
cope easily with the complex and very large scale encounters possible with 15mm figures. These rules
cost £1.20p post free.

Earlier on 1 mentioned VARRIOR who are now turning out some 15mm scale figures In two ranges -
Romans and American Civil War. The former are foot figures and Include a centurion, a cornlcer,
aqulllfer and slgnlfer plus two leglonnarles, one armed with a pllum and the other with a short stabbing
sword. The American Civil War range "Warrior New Generation" Includes troopers, officers, standard
bearers, drummers and five cavalry figures. Including a general surveying the distant battlefield with
his hand to his eyes. There Is a cavalry standard bearer and a general In a commanding pose. The
range can be painted to represent either Federal or Confederate and, both Ancient and American Civil
War figures cost 6p for Infantry and 12p for cavalry.

Still on the American Civil War Trevor Halsall has had a set of rules for this period available
for some years, now In a second edition the first edition having been used for the National Championships
of 1972, 1973 and 1976. 1 have an Idea that these rules have been reviewed earlier In this magazine
and, with my unfortunate bias against any rules other than those on a back of a postcard, I probably
said they were very complicated - but that does not seem to turn people away from anybody's rules these
days! They can be obtained at £1.30p per set.

It Is a good thing that Peter Manning wargames regularly here, othenvlse I would have missed an
exciting new MINIATURE FIGURINES range which he Is designing for them. These are Indian Mutiny figures
In 25mm scale which really open some most exciting vistas as anyone who has recently read Christopher
Hlbberti' book on this war will testify. Peter Manning Is a very talented and painstaking designer who
Is never satisfied with anything he turns out - I have just been painting up a lot of his Boer War
artillery pieces and I found them very Impressive. I also hear that early In the New Year the Ancient
Egyptians and Assyrians and possibly the Greek and Persian ranges as already shown In their catalogue
will actually be available!

JACOBITE MINIATURES who support this magazine with advertising, besides turning out excellent 15mm
figures, also offer a painting service and will paint their figures to order at Infantry 25p, DRM
Standards 35p and cavalry A5p each. Send 25p and a S.A.E. for sample.

At the very beginning of this feature I made a cryptic mention of moulds for 25mm figures - now as
you will see from their advert elsewhere In this magazine PRINCE AUGUST LIMITED are now releasing a
completely new range of moulds to cast 25mm mounted and foot figures. This Is extremely exciting news
and no doubt one that will be viewed with delight by the wargamer and a certain degree of concern and
Irritation by commercial manufacturers who spend a lot of time and money perfecting figures and pro
viding wargamers with a quite astonishing range of figures In all scales and periods. However, as has
been mentioned earlier these figures are getting very expensive but more than that, as I well know from
my earlier days In the hobby, there Is a great deal of personal satisfaction to be obtained from cast
ing your own figures and many ofihe favourite figures still on my shelves are those that I made myself
more than twenty years ago. Anyway, you can't go wrong by enquiring about these moulds, can you?

Owing to an unfortunate disagreement between our advertising department and Messrs GREENWOOD AND
BALL, for the first time for a number of years no advert for that firm appears In our pages. This Is
a pity because they have given us much needed support and In return I have always tried to give publici
ty to everything they have done. However, although there Is no Greenwood and Ball advert their war-
games :^lgures are still available and a look elsewhere In this magazine at the full-page advert for
NOTTINGHAM MODEL SOLDIER SHOP will find a very Impressive range of GARRISON 25mm figures detailed there-

NOTICE BOARD
BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - obtainable from Editor. November 1968; May 1973-February

197^ Inclusive 30p each or £2.50p the set (including postage).

Obtainable from TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherds Street, Mayfalr, London WIY 7LD - Nos.14A-155 (197A);
165 (1975); 168-177 (1976); 178-180 (1977); 183-189 (1977). -^Op per copy or 10 copies £3.50p. All
Issues 1978 A5p each.

ooOoo

WEEKEND COURSES OF MILITARY INTEREST - Anthony Kemp B.A. (of the Fortification Society) Is running
two courses under the auspices of the Depart, of Adult Education of the University of Southampton as
follows - A residential weekend course based at The Priory, Seavlew, Isle of Wight, from Friday, 20
April to Sunday, 22 April 1979, tracing the development of military architecture from the early medieval
castle to the mature artillery defence. Lectures Illustrated with slides will be given and students
will be encouraged, on the beach, to actually construct examples of the various castle types and to
discuss their attack and defence. There will also be visits to local exeimples of military architecture.
Then there Is a course proposed for early May - THE NORMANDY BATTLEFIELDS OF WORLD WAR II which will be
going out on Friday night with Saturday devoted to visiting the sites of the American airborne landings,
the main cemetery and the landing beaches of Utah and Omaha. There will be an overnight stay In the
Bayeux area and Sunday will be devoted to the British and Canadian beaches, the museum at Arromanches
and the glider landing across the Orne. Return on Sunday night. If you are Interested In either of
these courses contact the Department of Adult Education, University of Southampton, Southcimpton, Hants.
Mention that you saw details -of them In WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER.
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GARRISON 25mm.
CARTHAGE

Standard Bearer

Officer

Drummer

Citizen Spearman 1st Class in
reserve

Citizen Spearman 1st Class
attacking
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class
Mercenary Balearic Slinger
Mercenary Cretan Archer
Mercenary Numidian Javelinmar
Libyan, unarmoured attacking
Spanish Scutaris
Gual Mercenary
Gallic Chief

Gallic Standard Bearer

Gallic Swordsman

Gallic Archer

Gaul in Reserve

Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer

Cavalry, Armoured
Cavalry, Numidian
Cavalry, Spanish
Gallic Nobleman

Gallic Cavalry
War Elephant with 3 crew

ASSYRIA

A1 Officer with sword

A2 Infantry, attaching
A3 Infantry in reserve
A4 Standard Bearer

A5 Archer armoured

A6 Archer unarmoured
A7 Infantry, mail coat
A8 Infantry, unarmoured
A9 Slinger armoured
AlO Slinger unarmoured
A11 Infantry, mail coat, attacking
A12 Infantry, unarmoured, in reserve
ACl Cavalry Officer
AC2 Standard Bearer

AC3 Armoured Cavalry
AC4 Armoured Cavalry
ACS Unarmoured Cavalry
S19 Heavy chariot with 3 crew

SAXONS
HSl

HS2

Huscarl with dragon standard
Huscarl with spear and round
shield attacking
Huscarl with sword and round
shield, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Datjish
axe, attacking
Hascarl with two handed Danish
axe and slung shield
Huscarl with spear, kite shield Ind
javelins
Select Fyrdman, mail shirt, round
shield and spear
Fyrdman with round shield and
spear

Fyrdman with kite shield and
club, attacking
Fyrdman with two handed Danish
axe

Fyrdman with throwing axe
Archer

GREECE

G1 Officer
H2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite in reserve
G4 Hoplite attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer

G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplite in reserve
Gil Spartan Hoplite attacking
G12 Theban Hoplite attacking
G13 Peltast

G14 Theban Hoplite in reserve
GCl Cavalry Officer
GC2 Standard Bearer

GC3 Cavalry, Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalry, Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalry, Attic helmet

ROMAN EMPIRE

REl Tribune

RE2 Centurion

RE3 Sifnifer
RE4 Cornicer

RES Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auiliary
REIO Auxiliary Asiatic Archer
RECl Cavalry Officer
REC2 Standard Bearer

REC3 Cavalry, armoured
REC4 Cavalry, leather armoured

ROMAN REPUBLIC

RRl Standard Bearer

RR2 Centurion

RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes
RR5 Haslati
RR6 Triari
RR7 Veleti

RRCl Officer

RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Standard Bearer

PERSIA

PEl Officer

PE2 Standard Bearer

PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantry unarmoured
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield for PE6
PE7 Infantry unarmoured in reserve
PE8 Infantry unarmoured. Javelin
PE9 Infantry firing bow
PE9A Large shield for PE9
PEIO Infantry armoured, attacking
PEll Phyrgian attacking
PEl2 Phrygian in reserve
PE13 Phrygian, double headed axe
PECl Officer MTD

PEC2 Standard Bearer

PEC3 Cavalry unarmoured SP and SH
PEC4 Cavalry unarmoured SP and bow
PECS Cavalry unarmoured
PEC6 Clibanarius
PEC7 Camel, rider armoured
PECS Camel, rider unarmoured
S20 Sythed chariot, 2 crew

7W0LLAT0N STREET,
NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43457

MEDIEVAL
MEl Knight, plumed basinet
ME2 Knight, basinet open
ME3 Knight, chapeau de fer
ME4 Knight with 2 Handed Sword
ME5 Knight with Mace and Chain
ME20 Knight with Poleaxe

MEN AT ARMS ON FOOT
ME6 Short spear and shield
ME7 Glave no shield
MES Battle axe and shield
ME9 Flail

MEIO Long Bowman firing bow
ME 11 Long Bowman selecting arrow
M E12 Genoese C rossbowman
ME13 Crossbowman readying cross bow
ME16 Scots Swordsman

ME 17 Scots Axeman

MEIS Scots Spearman
ME19 Infantry with Halberd

CAVALRY

MECl Knight, with lance
MEC2 Knight with Sword
MEC3 Knight with battle axe
MEC4 Knight with mace
MEC5 Knight Bachelor
MEC6 Knight with Banner
MEC7 Knight with L. Banner
MEC9 Man at Arms

MiEClO Crossbowman

NORMANS

Knight with kite shield and spear
overarm

Knight with kite shield and spear
underarm

Mailed Archer

Unarmoured Archer

Crossbowman

Italian Mercenary, round shield and
spear

Italian Mercenary, kite shield and
spear

Knight with spear at rest
Knight with spear, overarm
Knight with spear, couched
Knight with spear, banner

MONGOLS (lM2th c.)
Korean Auxiliary Unarmoured
Korean Auxiliary Armoured
Miautse Spearman
Officer

Chinese Auxiliary Archer
Cavalry with lance, armoured hse.
Cavalry firing bow
Cavalry with javelin
Uighur It. Cav.
Camel War Drummer

Khan

Sangmiau Crossbow Cavalry
Sangmiau Spear Cavalry

cicpn. ii.ujp

All prices plus 10% postage and packing.
Minimum lOp.



LOW COST MA! L-0 ROE R SPECIALISTS- Board Wargames — Pre XXth Century

• BOARD WARGAMES

• Role-playing Rules

• Miniatures Rules

• Dice Sets

• Archive Miniatures

Science Fiction

Fantasy Games^,^«#^
♦Middle EartJjitfPl) £12.00
♦War of the'RIng (SPI) £8.50 ^
♦Saurort, Oondor £5.00 ea.
Swordt i So eery B £8.55.#

♦Spellmikef IGTG) 8 £8.5(f
♦Quest |GTG) B £8.50 .
♦Sourcfiof the Nile S,B,R £§.50
♦Elementary Watson B.R £li40
♦Rune46est £5.35
There ind Back Again S.R
MeleefMGC) S.R £2 04 .
Wlzar<i(MGC) R £2.80
DeathWest (MGC) S.R £2.64 *

Machlavelli £9.00
♦Grand Imperalism (GTG) £8.50

^Robert the Bruce £6.60
"^Jad (CG) £8.90

♦MWSP Napoleonic Naval (TT) £1.82
♦RaprntUGDWl £4.15
Caesarl^^AlesIa £9.81
Klngmakefuchl) £6.30

^Kingmaker £8.81
*»®arsalus (GDW)"1£7.00h Cl

♦Star fighter (GTG) £8.50
♦Strange New Worlds S,B £8.50
♦Ice War (MGC) B £2.04

®piymplca (MGC) 8 £2l04
ttattlefleet Mars (SPI) B £7.50

(Mgc) b iia,04A
Galactic War (TT) Rules £1.20
Cosmic Encounter B (

jpE?"&<pansloh Kits l,il,lll £3.10 each
^gre (MGC) S.B £2.04
gout eac ("P(S S.B 65.25 *
BRIvetf(MGC)iB.e2.04 ^ f .
tetai To ce Alpha Centautl (SPI

•itsai so die (SPllB.£5.j2STraveller ((50W) §,R £»• •'O
Warpwar (MEC) B £2.04 '

Ipna CentauTfl (SPI) B.S £5
SP1VR T6 2«!

(MEC) B £2.0

♦Drelttti
Napolei

ig
MI

vl^War^0%^^^36 (Bxd Edn)
kLast Battles (

cro-Nap'iJeonlcs (TT) £1.!W»
CrlmeanJ^f Quadrlgame (SPI)Crimean Wir Quadrlg.

, (SPI) £7.00

♦Napote^^H) £9.50
Sajl^^^US) £2.18

♦Sorcerer's Cave (Phi) S.B £8.30 Bbar^fVargames — XXtnCentur
Miniattiras Rules

WRG 'Ancients £1.58, LIstt £1.08
jAnclent Naval £1.13
Renaissance Lists £1;08
•1685-1845 £1.68 S
1925/50 £1.58

•Modern £1.65

LMM Wizards & Warfare 68p J
Napoleonic £1.48
American Civil War £1.48 1?"
Cambral to SInal £1.60 < •

♦Somi«%.(GTG) £«i50
♦Gr«en Raids Beyond (SPI) £6.55
Mlfcro-Fleet (TT) £1.40

wiva Espana (BTL) £7.00
fbescent on Crete (SPI) £9.65

Drang NachjOsten (GDW) £11.6!
Highway toitbe Reich (SPI) £12.'
Panzer Uead«r (AH) £9.81
Russian Carnbaign (AH) £8.61
Wacht Am Hfieln (SPI) £12.00
W

Rudls £1.02
Tercio (16th Cent) £1.02, Lists 77p
Lance £1.02
N

ehrmacht iFus) £3.32
Battle for Rbme (FUS) £3.32
Squad Leader (AH) £9.81
up Scope (SPl) £7.70
Submarine (AH) £9.81
F

Fantasy Dungeons and Dragons (TSR) R

apoleonic £1.02
ACW (Cooper) £1.07
Action Under Sail £1.28
WWI Trench £1.02

ulda Gap (SPI) £5.75
World War II (SPI) £5.2World War ft (SPI) £5.2 5
World War III (SPI) £5.75
NATO (SPI) £5 25

♦Players Handbook ■

♦Monster Manual £j,50 ,
/Revised Boxed Eat) 67.90
f Revised Book £2.50 -
M & T Assortment 1,11,111 ea. £1.50
Ourigaon Geomorphs ea CL50 •
Thieves of BadabasRor (JG) £2.15 '■■i-
Citadel of Fire £2.15 •"

♦Arduin Grinioire, Skull Tower (Ch) £6.50 ea.
Manual of Aurania £1.88

Hardback £7.50
Softback.£4.90

Skirmish ,
OldWfest Vols, 1,11 each £2.00

,
Dauntless £8.50
Air Force £7,70

♦Expkit E4i2S
♦Atl antic Wait (SPI) £16.00
♦N

FGU Archworld £4.04
Broadsword £3.13
Blue Light Manual (ACW) £4.07

ext war (SPI) £16.00
Flat Top (BTL) £10.00

♦Verdun (GG) £8.90
♦Desert Rats (WW) £6.95.!

TL) £10.00
3) £8.90

♦Kes
Axe and ArrowlLS) £1.82
Fighter Pilot (WWII) (LS) £1.67
Retinue £1.32

selring (WW) £5.96

♦Jasta (WWI) 75p
♦Starstrike 47p
♦Becket (R) 52p

We Stock fnapy games 'zines
Prices include UK/BFPO p& p.

Fantasy — Role Playing
Tunnels & Trolls R £1.86
Buffalo Castle (FB) S £1.86 (T&T dungeon)
Labyrinth (FB) £2.04 (T&T dungeon)

—-^Deathtrap Equalizer Dungeon (FB) S £2.04
tjtilvalry arid Sorcery (FGU) R,S £;.h.O

■ _ ♦lyeA'^TiiTfabryj^ons ^t £^.20; . ,
f  WlerdWoicr, iSragdnts Dlmgadn/Naked Doonr

♦C&S Source Book £5135 I '■ '
♦C&S Swords & Sorcetors £5,35

New Arrival

Role Playing Rules

Play Solo

Board game

Miniatures Rules

These were just some of our games.
*Our catalogue contains details on
virtually all games available in the
U.K. Send 12p in stamps & s.a.e.
(o'seas Si.r.c.l for a copy to-

S D & V M STEEL fm)
2 Morley Road

FARNHAM Surrey GU9 SLY
Tel: Farnham 722269

-NO POSTAGE ON MANY GAMES FOR REGULAR CUSTOMERS

HEW.
25-21 (a) Infantry advancing with pike over left

shoulder.
25-21(b) Infantry advancing with naginata over left

shoulder.
25-79 Mounted Bushi, bare headed with spear or

naginata (H.7).
25-82 Ashigaru, bare headed, standing firing bow.
25-83(a) Ashigaru, bare headed, advancing with pike.
25-83(b) Ashigaru, bare headed, advancing with

naginata.
25-83(c) Ashigaru, bare headed, advancing with

Arquebus.

MONGOLS
25-1 Unarmoured infantry auxiliary archer.
25-4 Armoured infantry with spear.
^25-8 Light cavalry archer firing bow

(25-23, H.4., H.5).
Recommended: horses for cavalry, in brackets.

Remake.

SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Per
sonally inscribed and autographed.
Cash with order to 69 Kill Lane,
Southampton: prices for UK only -
overseas add 10^. WARGAMES - £4.20p
NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p; AUVANCED
WARGAMES - £3.25p; WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS
- £3.45p; WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- VOL.1 3000BC to 1500AD - £4.50p;
- VOL.11 1420-1783 - £3.75p; VOL.111
1792-1859 - £5.00p; - VOL.IV 1863-
1945 - £g.00p; BATTLES WITH MODEL
SOLDIERS - £4.45p; BATTLE'NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p; WARGAMING ANCIENT
& MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p; WARGAM-
TNG PIKE & SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The
Western Desert Campaign - £3.1Op;
SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p;
POITIERS 1356 - £1.80p; AT THEM WITH
THE BAYONET! - £1.65p; COLONIAL SMALL
WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p; CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p; BETTER

/MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p; WAR-
GAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE I775-1783 - £4.25p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE No.4 -
£4.50p; WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS
- £500p; WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT OF THE
VICTORIAN SOLDIER - £6.50p.



WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

MAIL ORDER PRICES AT 1st JULY, 1978

U.K. U.S.A. Surface

RULES

3000 BC - 1250 AD 5TH ED. £1.50
1685 - 1845 £1.60
1925 - 1950 £1.50
1950- 1975 £1.50
Anc. Naval £1.00
1490- 1660 £1.50

Army Lists 3000 BC - 1250 AD £1.00
Army Lists 1490 — 1660 £1.20

BOOKS:
Armies Macedonian/Punic Wars £2.20
Armies & Enemies Imp. Rome 4th Ed. £ . Hard back

£ . Paper back
Armies of Greek & Persian Wars £3.00
Setting up a Wargames Campaign £2.60
Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt
& Assyria £3.00

Armies & Enemies of Ancient China £4.00
Armies of the Dark Ages £4.00
Armies of Feudal Europe £4.00
Armies & Enemies of the Crusades £4.00
Ancient Wargaming (PSL Pub.) £1.40

RULETTES: .
16th Century Naval Warfare: ^ ̂
Western Europe — use U.K. Prices.
Australia & N.Z. - add 15% Surface; 75% Air to U.K. Prices.

$ 4.50
$ 4.50
$ 4.50
$ 4.50
$ 3.00
$ 4.50
$ 3.00
$ 3.50

$ 6.00
$  .

$ 7.00
$ 6.00

$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00

$ 3.50

U.S.A. Air

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 4.00
$ 6.00
$ 4.00
$ 4.50

$ 8.00
$  .
$
$ 9 .00
$ 8.00

$ 9.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00

$ 5.00

SZX5

GAMES:
Seastrike

Hsiang Ch'I

U.K. including postage and V.A.T. £ 4.90
U.S.A. Surface $15.00
Western Europe £ 6.80

U.K. £ 2.60 Post Free
U.S.A. $ 6.00 Surface $ 8.00 Air

$15.00 Post Free
£ 6.80 Post Free

All U.S.A. prices also include cost of negotiating personal ciieques in dollars.
WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

75 Ardingly Drive, Goring by Sea, Sussex

MEDIEVAL WARGAMING
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F901 Longbowman shooting 5p M902 Charging knight
F902 Longbowmanmarching 5p {lance caparison) 10p
F903 Man at arms marching 5p M903 Charging knight, sword lOp
F904 Man at arms standing, spear 5p M904 Mounted knight
F905 Crossbowman shooting 5p (Mace caparison) lOp
F906 Crossbowman loading 5p M905 Mounted knight, war hammer lOp
F907' Dism Knight with glaive 5p M906 Mounted archer lOp
F909 Handgunner firing 5p M907 Mounted man at arms lOp
F910 Dism Knight with axe 5p M908 Mounted Herald lOp
F912 Standing spearman (Scot) 5p F209 Unarmoured inf. with sword 5p
F912 Kneeling spearman (Scot) 5p F212 Unarmoured inf. spearman
F913 Priest with cross 5p marching 5p
F914 Advancing spearman 5p F214 Unarmoured axeman 5p
F915 Dismounted Herald 5p F216 Unarmoured crossbowman 5p
A901 Small bombard 5p A201 Mangonel 15p
A902 Cannon on elev. mount 15p A202 Man with lever 5p
A903 Cannon on fixed mount 15p A203 Two men with missile lOp
A904 Kneeling gunner 5p A416 Ballista 15p
A905 Standing gunner 5p A411a Oxcart, solid wheels 15p
A906 Ladder carrier (2 reqd.) 5p A411b Ox cart, spoked wheels 15p
A907 Ladder lOp A412 Draught ox (2 reqd.) lOp
A908 Man for climbing ladder 5p A413 Ox cart driver Bp
A909 Battering ram lOp JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS
A910 Bat. ram crew (2 reqd.) Bp Sheet 1 Cottage 36p
A911 Trebuchet 30p Sheet 2 Farmhouse & Barn 36p
A912 Siege tower (12 part kit) £2.00
M901 Mounted Knight Sheet 3 Castle Gate House 36p

(lance caparison) lOp Sheet 4 Castle Walls 36p

Please note that all items listed in catalogue are available — no need to
request alternatives.

There are now nearly 600 15mm wargaming items by Peter Laing available
from Ancients through to World War 2. Besides foot &• mounted figures,
transport &• artillery are well represented. Send 12p in stamps now for full

list and sample figure (state preference).

Cash with Order Packing and Postage extra
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 17p
£3 ■■ 20p
£4 ■■ 23p
£5 '• 24p
£6 •• 27p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) mm, C1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas. Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F401 Greek Hopllte 5p F430 Pictish Javalinman Bp
F402 Persian Immortal Bp F431 Prankish Spearman Bp
F403 Mede Infantry Bp F432 Prankish Axeman Bp
F404 Persian Infantry with spear Bp F433 Phrygian Spearman Bp
F405 Greek Archer Bp F434 Phrygian Axeman Bp
F406 Thracian Peltast with spear Bp F462 Assyrian siinger Bp
F407 Greek Cymnet Bp F463 Assyrian aux. archer Bp
F408 Persian Archer Bp F464 Persian inf, shield & sword Bp
F409 Greek Siinger Bp F483 Macedonian Phalangite Bp
F411 Spartan Hopiite Bp F484 Mercenary Peltast with Thoreos Bp
F412 Theban Hopiite Bp F485 Thracian Peltast with
F413 Assyrian Archer Bp Rhomphaia Bp
F414 Assyrian shield bearer Bp M401 Persian horseman lOp
F415 Assyrian heavy infantry Bp M402 Greek horseman lOp
F416 Assyrian light infantry Bp M403 Scythian mounted archer lOp
F417 Imp Roman legionary marching Bp M404 Cafphract lOp
F418 imp Roman standard Bp, M405 Assyrian cav lOp
F419 Imp Roman trumpeter Bp M406 Mounted Roman Officer 10p
F420 Imp Romarfcenturian marching Bp M407 Gallic cav lOp
F421 Imp Roman legionary standing Bp M411 Pictishcav lOp
F422 Imp Roman centurion standing Bp M412 2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp
F423 Gallic Chieftain, standard Bp M416 Assyrian Med horse archer lOp
F424 Brit Chieftain Bp A401 Persian chariot IBp
F425 Gallic infantry, raised spear Bp A402 Persian chariot crew lOp
F426 Gallic infantry marching Bp A408 British chariot IBp
F427 Gallic musician Bp A409 Brit chariot crew lOp
F428 Pictish Spearman Bp A414 Assyrian chariot IBp
F429 Pictish Archer Bp A415 Assyrian chariot crew lOp

A410 Galloping chariot horse 10p

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 600 items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medievals
ECW — Marlburian _ AWI - Crimean — A.C.W. — Colonial — World War 1

World War?

U. S. A.

U S WaigAiers can obtain PETER LAING'a matal 1Smm (Iguiaa through
the following dealers

Soldlei World. USA. P.O. Box175 Shiewsbuiv. PA 17361
The Throt MusQueleero 10531 Santana St. Lakeside. CA 92040

Thoi's TOC lUctlcal Operations Center) Box 297. Ft. Meada MD 20755
r/ia Little Soldier 1776 Plaia. 1776 East Jelfeison St., Rockvilla, MD 20852

ftorelHobbv Shop 3906 East Stale Sliaet. Rocklotd, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA



FOR YOUR WARGAMES & OlORAMAS
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN BUY

I^ammins iHiniatumi
MEANS, CONSTANT QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE

FOR ANCIENTS, VIKINGS, ROMANS, MEDIEVALS, SAXONS AND NORMANS, GREEKS, NAPOLEONICS,
INDIANS, ETC. ELEPHANTS, MEDIEVAL ARTILLERY, NAPOLEONIC CANNON AND EQUIPMENT IN 25mm.

WWII BRITISH, AMERICAN, GERMAN CIVILIANS IN 20mm.
RECENT ADDITIONS TO MEDIEVALS, GREEKS, ROMAN GENERAL, INDIANS ALL SUPERBLY CRAFTED

IN HIGH QUALITY METAL.
GET YOUR LOCAL SHOP TO JOIN OUR EVER GROWING LIST OF STOCKISTS. FOR THE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 'LAMMINGS' ARE AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING STOCKISTS;

U.S.A. - BALBOA GAMES CO., THE WAR HOUSE, 630 W. WILLOW, LONG BEACH, C.A. 90806.
C.S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209.
C.H. JOHNSON, 907 WASHINGTON AVE., BELMAR, WALLTOWNSHIP, N.J. 07719.
SOLDIER WORLD, M.R. CAUM, 20 VICTORIA AVE., SHREWSBURY, P.A. 17361.
SHIP SHOP, 114 MAIN ST., ANNAPOLIS, M.D. 21401.
PASTIMES, 34239 CARFIELD CIRCLE, ERASER, M.I. 48026.
ROYAL HOBBY SHOP, 3806 ESTATE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 61107.
THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST., LAKESIDE, C.A. 92040.

CANADA - FROST MINIATURES, 1151641st AVENUE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T6J 0V1.
KARMA ENTERPRISES LIMITED, VANCOUVER SOLDIER SHOP, 1092 RICHARDS ST.,
VANCOUVER, BC.

BELGIUM - GEDEMCO, DENDERMONDSE, STEENWEG 10, 2700 ST. NIKLAAS.
R.J. MURZIN, ST. JOZEFSWIJK 77, 3570 PEER, (K.L BROGEL) LIMBURG, BELGIUM.

FRANCE - J.M. HAUTEFORTJEUXDEGUERRE, DIFFUSION, 42 RUE VICTOR HUGO 75116, PARIS.
W. GERMANY - Mrs. S. GODFREY, c/o. FRAU B.F. MILLER, PASSAGES, 6900 HD - EMMERTSGRUND,

W.GERMANY.

If in difficulty send direct to: 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL HU20PZ. Tel: 048226896 catalogue 30p - Overseas 50d.

IN ANY LANGUAGE-

JACOBITE MINIATURES
543 Gorgie Road, Edinburgh, EHll BAR

Telephone: 031-443 7838
Confederation of the Rhine NAPOLEONIC

iSTT 1 d WARGAMES FIGURES S ̂WUN/1 Fusilier advancing ^
WUN/2 Voltigeur/Grenadier |N 15MM
WUN/1
WUN/2

Fusilier advancing
Voltigeur/ Grenadier

WUN/3
WUN/4
WUN/5
WUN/6
Cavalry
WUN/7
WUN/8

WUN/9

WUN/7

advancing
Command Pack

Foot Artillery Crew
Jager Command Pack
Jager advancing

ALL ITEiMS

BRITISH

DESIGNED

AND

MADE

Dragoon trooper
WUN/8 Dragoon Command Pack
WUN/9 Chasseur a Cheval
WUN/10 Chasseur a Cheval

Command Pack
BADEN

Infantry
BAN/1 Fusilier advancing
BAN/2 Voltigeur/Grenadier

Fusilier advancing
Voltigeur/ Grenadier

BAN/3
BAN/4
Cavalry

BAN/5

BAN/6

BAN/7
BAN/8
SWEDEN

SN/3
DENMARK

advancing
Command Pack

Foot Artillery Crew

Dragoon trooper
Dragoon Command Pack
Hussar trooper
Hussar Command Pack

Fusilier advancing
Voltigeur/ Grenadier
advancing
Command Pack

Fusilier advancing
Voltigeu r/ Grenadier
advancing
Command Pack

POLAND
Corps of Poniatowski

OUR RGURES

ARE DESIGNED

AND BUILT BY

BlU SKINNER

AND TOM PARK

PON/3
PON/4

Cavalnr
PON/5 Hussar trooper
PON/6 Hussar Command Pack
PON/7 Uhlan Trooper
PON/8 Uhlan Command Pack

Pack contents and price
Infantry Pack:

Contains 12 figures at £0.65
Cavalry Pack:

Contains 8 horses and 8 figures at £0.65
Infantry Command Pack:
Contains 6 figures at £0.32

Officers, standards, drummers, etc.
Cavalry Command Pack:
Contains 4 figures at £0.32

Artillery Crew:
Contains 3 crews of 4 figures each at £0.65

Fusilier advancing
Voltigeur/Grenadier
advancing
Command Pack

Foot Artillery Crew

NEW RELEASES
54/1 - HIGHLAND CLANSMAN

The first in our series of large scale collectors
figures at £1.80 each.

Mail Order pGfp U.K. — 10% order value (mmimum lOp).
Overwas — 25% order value (minimum 20p).

WUN/12

15mm

WUN/11 - GUARD DU CORPS TROOPER
WUN/12 - GUARD DU CORPS COMMAND PACK

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED.

PAINTING SERVICE: WE WILL PAINT OUR FIGURES TO ORDER;
INF - 25p. DRM STANDARDS - 35p, CAV - 45peach
or send 2Sp and S.A.E. for sample.



HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

AMERICAN CIVIL VAB - UNION JACKLEX 20mffl

JAI Infantry advancing.
JA3 Infantry marching.
JA5 Infantry Running (rifle separate).
JA7 Infantry standing firing.
JA9 Infantry Officer with sword & pistol.
JAII Cavalry trooper mounted.
JAI3 Cavalry officer mounted.
JAI5 Cavalry General mounted.
JAI7 Cavalry Lancer mounted.
JAI8 Infantry kneeling firing.
JA2I Dismounted cavalry standing firing.
JA20 Dismounted cavalry kneeling firing.
JA22 Dismounted cavalry kneeling loading.

CONFEDERATE

JA2 Infantry advancing.
JAk Infantry marching.
JA6 Infantry running (rifle separate).
JA8 Infantry standing firing.
JAIO Infantry office with sword & pistol.
JAI2 Cavalry trooper mounted.
JAIA Cavalry officer mounted.
JAI6 Cavalry general mounted.
JAI9 Infantry kneeling firing.
JA23 Dismounted cavalry standing firing
JA24 Bisftoainted^ cavalry kneeling firing.
JA25 Dismounted cavalry kneeling loading.
PERSONALITY FIGURE - Jeh Stuart.

OPENING HOURS - Mon-Sat. 9-30 - 6.00
Wed. 9.30 - 1.00

Mail Order: Add^l^ p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only

Please note, owing to cost of
materials JACKLEX FIGURES are

now - FOOT - I2p. CAVALRY -
24p.

Complete range of JACKLEX
FIGURES:- 13 Colonial, Zulu
War, First World War, etc.,
in stock. Lists available on

request.

STAR TROOPERS FROM GARRISON.
These fine 25niDi figures in
stock.

Boxed Wargames from Avalon
Hill and S.P.I.

ATLANTIC HO.00 figures.

Romans, Greeks, Egyptians, Red
Indians, 2nd World War items.

G.H.Q. ARMOUR, HINCHLIFFE 25mm,
Bellona Battlefields.

54mm FIGURES - Historex, Airfix,
Lassett, Jackhoot, Sanderson,
Phoenix, Osprey, Old Guard,
Almark, Eagle, Barry Minot Mins.

Scale Trees, Lichen, PIast.,.carQ
for dioramas.

Cast Your Own 25nim

Wargames Figures

Prince August, for years Europes most popular manufacturer
of moulds and home-casting equipment, is now releasing in
the U.K. a completely new range of moulds aimed especially
at your favourite hobby/Wargames. Yes/we now produce a
growing range of 25mm moulds, both mounted and foot
figures.

These moulds are tough and long lasting, from each of which
you will be able to caste literally hundreds of fully round, finely
detailed figures at a fraction of the normal cost; and remember,
we produce all the equipment you need (burners, clamps,
metal etc.) to make home-casting both easy and enjoyable.

Manufactured by;Prince August Moulds Ltd., MACROOM,
Ireland.

80 mm

INFANTRYMAN 78

BA1 Dress Cap and No 2 Uniform

BA2 Beret and No 2 Uniform

BA3 Fusilier in No 2 Uniform

BA4 Royal Irish Ranger

BAB Ulster Defence Regt.,I Each £4.50
Postage 20p
Silver Plated

Presentation Figure
Each £7

MODEL FIGURES
& HOBBIES

Lower Balioo Road,

Groomsport Co.Down
BT19 2LU, N. Ireland



MINIATURE WARFARE 1979
SPECIAL COMMUNIQUE, with special thanks to Don Peatherstone, the 'Nefwsletter' and
its Readers - the backbone of our growing army of regular customers - we can report another
year of steady progress. The new shop is well established as a popular venue and attracting
new custom daily. Bad weather flooding has posed constructional problems and delayed expansion
plans, but action is under way and auxiliary services will be operational soon. Thanks Home
and Overseas readers for your support - our Resolution 1979 is to maintain our undertaking;
IF WE HATB'HT GOT IT- WE'LL GBP IP FOR YOU 1 IF WE CM'T GST IT ■- WE CAN PRQBAm.Y MAin;! TP i

iTLARTIG HO/OO PLASTIC FIGURES, have proved very popular - demand exceeding supply. Stocks now
but mots ejected late January. Regret Catalogue/Price Lists

not available - see Sept, Oct, Hov 'Newsletter's for full details, and remember to send cash
with order PLUS 15^ packing & postage. Range is limited to Egyptians, Greeks, RomaDs, WWII
Armies, and 'Western' subjects only, including Diorama Sets. Battle Sets (£3-25) conrist of
Ardenne - El Alamein - Casino - Okinawa - Little Bi^om.

ALL DELIVERIES! are dependent on supplies from manufacturers, sometimes causing delays in
despatch of 3 - 6 weeks. For economic reasons catalogues include advance

production schedules spread over many months, thus items you select may not even be in product
ion when you order - so please include AUTEEfflATIVE selections. If there is any lengthy delay
we notify clients, issue a credit note for items NOT available, and ask them to re-order.

PACJCLNG/POSDAGE RATES: Cash with order plus - CZ orders over £10 post free....Under £10 add

.... Overseas Air Mail add 40% in £.

FIGURE PADCTING EERVICB; including assembly, painting and mounting Of metal or plastic figures
from 54Bnn scale upwards - any quantity, period, or nationality - to

'collectors standard'. Also Vignettes, Dioramas etc. We cannot xmdertake HO/OO or Wargames
figures unless required by collectors, museums and organisations, prepared to accept the cost
of top quality work.

gPUDIO SERVICES! Those who saw the illtistration of our PENINSULAR WINDMILI/FAEMHOUSE on the
cover of January 'Newsletter', and read our clients comments on the subject,

will appreciate our established hi^ reputation for designing and makiTig FIGURES, EQdPMEKF,,
VEHICLES, ACCESSORIES, ARCHITECTURAL MODELS, VIGNBTTBS, D]»RAMAS, ETC, for Itiseums, Private
Clients, or Militaria Organisations. Any scale, subject, period, nationality. We also make
prototjTpe ('master') models for manufacturers moulding in plastic or metal. Can we quote you ?
OCR aiOCK RANGE IS EXPANDING ALL THE TIMEi We offer a wide selection of metal and plastic

figures and kits, inolttding over a 1,000 boxes of
Hinchliffe and Minifigs to choose from at leisure, plus ATL^IC - MATCHBOX ^ AIRFIX -r TAHUA
etc. Figures by LASSET- SIADDEN - ENSIGN - ROSE - BBNASSI - SANDERSON - RAT LAMB - PHOENIX
MODELS - NEW HOPE DESIGN - SCOTTISH SOLDIERS etc. and a superb collection of HAND-PAINTED
Figures, Vignettes and Dioramas which are collector's pieces of investment value. For the wa3>-
gamer aM modelmaker we offer John Piper TREES and Kits - Bellona Diorama Sets and Scenic
Accessories - Atlantic Diorama Sets - Modroc - Plasticard - LicheA - Compounds - Humbrol
Colours & Brushes - Adhesives, etc. Wargames Rules & Dice. Reference books galore from OSPREI,
lUNCKEN, BLANBFORD, PATRICK STEPHENS, IAN ALLEN, ALMARZ, DON FEATHERSTONE and others.

MAIL ORDER SEEVICE; A letter enclosing a recent order stated - "you apparently give a better
THfl-ii order service than the manufacturers themselves" which speaks for

itself. ¥e can supply anything listed above, and almost anything advertised in the English
"Military Modelling" magazine. Why not send International Postal Voucher for a supply of our
special Order foims ? As we said - "If we havA'nt ^t it - we'll get it for you".

More news next month, meanwhile make a note of the address
PANTILES. TUNBRIDGE WELI£. KENT. BHAND. (PHONE. TOHBRIDGE WELLS

(Cr« l*iK IK ♦ )
Managing Dir^



(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

THE MAKERS OF FINE QUALITY MODEL SOLDIERS

INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR SHOPS IN THE

HEART OF LONDON

*25nnnn Tradition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
0. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form,

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Gaton.

*90mm figures by Ghas. G. Stadden.

'110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Old Britains and other collector's

models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis. . , ...
Gifts and souvenirs of a military

80mm figures by Alan Gaton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

*We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JUST PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE NOW—THREE NEW CATALOGUES

80mm MODEL SOLDIERS ful/y illustrated 50p inc. postage
54mm DIORAMA FIGURES fully illustrated 70p inc. postage

2nd Edition 54mm ANIMATED FIGURES with new additions 70p inc. postage

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


